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Senate raps ·admissi ons
By W. Glenn Stevens
Student senate members have
proposed a new system of admissions to the university they
claim will alleviate the growing
problem of overenrollment
after calling the administrations
~ttempts to ~?rb the problem
·
unsuccessful.
The proposal, championed
by senate members Ken Bartlett
and Peter Donovan, calls for a
reduction in the number of
students accepted to UNH of
a first acceptance basis and an
increase in the number of prospective students placed Qn a
~
waiting list.
According to Bartlett and
Donovan, these two steps would
give the administration the
opportunity to pick an adequate1y sized freshman class, elimina ti ng the current problems
of o ve rcrowded do.rms and
cramped study space.
A stricter admissions policy
would also make UNH a more

attract.ive school academically,
accordrng to Bartlett and Donovan.
"We (the student body)
shouldn't I:iave to pay for the

KEN BARTLETT

universities mistakes," said
Bartlett. "If the university is
going to overenroll thats o.k.,
but they have to be able to
absorb it.''.
"Less first acceptances and
more second acceptances would
insure a more adequate freshman class," said Donovan.
Referring to UNH President
Gordon Haaland's claim that
overenrolment is a "good problem," senate business manager
Jim Lapierre said, "calling this
a good problem is a lot of
bullshit! Overenrollment has
been a problem since I've been
here."
"Every question I've directed
to the administration (pertaini_n_g to overenrollment)_ has
fallen on deaf ears," said Bartlett.
"The left hand of this univer-sity doesn't know what the right
hand is doing," added Bartlett.
No one in the admissions
office was avalable for comment.

Investme nt bill criticized
·" I feel like we ' re back to
By Alan Adelman
The University of New ground zero, said PFSA member
Hampshire student-run organ- Lynn Sullivan. " It's blatantly
ization, People for a Free South obvious that the proposal the
Africa, is not happy with the student senate is presenting to
student senate's recent resolu- the University System Board
tion calling for the maintenance of Trustees is not representative
of University funds in compan- of our student body."
Sullivan is also dis pleased
ies with interests in South
with the wa the student sPnate

Members of the anti-apartheid group People for a Free South
Africa are dissatisfied with a student senate resolution opposing
divestment. Photo shows PFSA member Mike Daley. (Guy
Brooks bank photo)

the proposal. "Not - ~nly
was 1t a personal vote among
themselves, but I don't think
the senators were fully educated
on the topic," said Sullivan.
"The senate never saw anyone
other than Professor Douglas
Wheeler, who ironically enough
has very similar views to
their's." Continued Sullivan
·"What PFSA would like to d~
is research our stand over break
and come in as a political
organization. We want the
senate to hold a vote on our new
proposal after they've been
subjected to both sides of the
argument," explained Sullivan.
" There was a lot of talk
among the executive board of
the ~enate," said Student Body
President Deanne Ethier. "Pers<;>nally, I feel morally that
divestiture could be a positive
solution, but there's a lot to it"
explained Ethier. "For on~
Keene and Plymouth's studen:
senates both proposed divestiture."
"Part of our reasoning is not
so much that we want continued
investments in South Africa
but th at we want to offer ~
di ffere nt viewpoint for the
U niversity Sys tem trustees to
be aware of and compare to the
other proposals," concluded
Ethier.
." The Senate's proposal to
b.nng to the University System
f1i:aI ;ote on Febvruary 13," she
said .. 'I only hope that they' II
consider our position."
pass~d

...__ _....,__
Christmas trees are once again going up all o_yer campus, both
inside and outside University building~. (Cindy Rich ph~to)

Unclear future
for student TV
By Bryan Alexander
Last Sunday the concept of
STVN, (Student Television
Network) was brought before
the senate to debate whether
the student senate should grant
STVN-recognition as a member
of the Student Activity Fee
Council for the 1986-87 school
year. A denial of these funds
could put the future of STVN
in serious jeopardy.
STVN, which was conceived
six years ago, has been the center
of controversy since it became
a major recipient of money
granted by the student senate.
The act to continue funding
for the station was brought up
after nearly three hours of
debate on other matters. All
attention was fo cused on Jon
Castle, STVN 's general manager, who had brought along a
camera crew to record the events
so he could "fully appreciate"
the suggestions brought up.
The use of camera brought
out a lighter side of the student
senate. As Ken Bartlett proposed his question he requested
that the camera "get my good

side since this (frim) ·will be
shown to Mom."
Later Bartlett, wearing a scarf
over his head as a "political
statement," addressed the congress with an issue that has
fueled controversy since
_
STVN' s birth.
"In some people's opinion
STVN is something that seems
to be a club which is paid for
by students, and that it's for a
small select group of people to
gain experience in the media,
and that there is very little actual
student body benefit from such
an organization," said Bartlett.
In response to Bartlett's claim
Castle pointed out STVN's
similarities to other student
funded programs. "The primary
~oncern of The New Ham pshire
1s . not the publicat ion, the
pnmary concern is teaching _
s tu dent 's about jou rna l ism ,"
Castle said, "WU NH was not
conceived only for an alternative
radio station, it was conceived
to show how to produce radio.
We are along the same lines,"
· STVN page 8
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Men of NH to get
their own calendar ·

By Michele Valway
California has the "Looking
Good" calendar featuring men
of USC (University of Southern
California) and Harvard and
Dartmouth have the Ivy league
calendar. Now Durham, New
Hampshire is getting into the
act with "University Men of
New Hampshire," a calendar
featuring male UNH students
who have caught the eye of
UNHwomen.
Bill Downey, a 23-year-old

part time political science student, a~d Doug Erickson; a
profess10nal photographer in
Portsmouth, formulated the
idea in September and financed
and produced the calendar.
"I interviewed women on
campus and asked the~· to
recommend men that would
look good," said Downey. "One
man came highly recommended, .
Peter Wadden, but he is not
CALENDAR page 22

The student job board on the top floor of the MUB is a popular spot f~r students seeking
jobs during the vacation. Next semester new programs will be offered to put students in
touch with employers. (Guy Brooksbank photo)

. Job board a success for many
By Jessica Wilson
employees-motivated, ternships are usually arranged
..Our biggest goal is for stu- intelligent-that's the image we through Field Experience, and
dents to say, 'hey, I need a job' sell," said Wilcox. They receive these have there own section.
and come to the Job Board" said at least ten new job openings on the board, Wilcox said. There
is also a special bulletin board
Bern Wilcox, one of the four daily, he said.
The job board concentrates in WSBE for business oriented
students who work to make the
Student Job Board in the MUB on helping students make mo- jobs.
After Christmas, the job
a highly efficient placement . ney, although many jobs do offer
service. Last year. the Board good experience. "Alot of stu- board begjns to overflow with
dents couldn't go to school if summer job opportunities. Inhelped fill over 1,200 jobs.
The Job Board works mainly they didn't have a job, that's the stead of posting them, they are
as a referral service. Busines~s way we look at it," Wilcox said. kept in two ring binders, "The .
Most of the jobs are tempor- Summer Camp Book" and "The
call in when they have op~nings
and all the information is posted ary or part time. About 60% are Job Info. Book." these are availon the board. Students call and domestic jobs, like childcare, able at the Job Board Office in
make the contacts themselves, yardwork or shoveling snow. the MUB.
According to Wilcox, 'next .
although Job Board personnel These often pay better than
·are available if ther·e are any retail jobs, which tend to pay semester the Job Board is planquestions. After 20 days the card minimum wage, Wilcox said. ning a new program qlled
is taken down unless the em- In either case, employers are "Enterprise Association," which
ployer requests otherwise. That flexible to student's schedules'. will allow students to tailor their
way at least 95 % of the jobs "Alot of employers are looking own jobs. Instead of scanning
posted are unfilled, Wilcox said. for weekend help, or morning the job board, students will tell
"We present the U niverstty hours" he said. "They work it a job board member what they
. would like to do, and would be Robert Dodge is one of 12 "Men of New Hampshire" selected
as ~ resource center for employ- out with the student."
ers. Students make valuable
Career related jobs and in- contact~d when such a position for a 1986 calender. (Chris Drew photo)
opens up ..

.NEWS·.IN BRIEF ·.
Wife of Soviet dissident
arrives in US

People placed in jobs

Yelena G. Bonner, the wife_of Soviet dissident
Andrei Sakharov; arrived in Boston on Saturday,
reunited for the first time in six years with her
family.
·
"Bonner, adhering to an agreement with Soviet
authorities declined to comment beyond saying
that she was happy to be with her family.
Bonner is in this country to receive treatment
for a poor heart condition, and is expected to return
to the Soviet Union after a three month visit to
Italy and the United States.

The New Hampshire Department of Employment
Security (DES) assisted more than 1400 residents
in obtaining employment in November. The
department made about 5500 referrals to employers
to achieve that result.
Commissioner John Ratoff said almost 300 of
_those placed were veterans and about 100 were
welfare recipients.
·
The average starting wage for all people placed
in jobs during November was over $5 an hour.
DES provides referral service to ·employers
throughout the state, by matching individuals to
the openings reported by employers.

Synod closes
Pope John Paul II closed an extraordinary synod
of bishops Sunday, saying the Roman Catholic church·
strives to be the church of the moderrr world but
at the same time tries to remain true to its
-foundations.
·
The 165 bishops attending the synod adopted
a 14-£,age report on findings and recommendations
by an overwhelming majority.
The document calls for greater church committment to the poor, further study of the authority
of national bishop's conferences, and a new universal
guidebook of church doctrine and morals.

Student to visit
Soviet Union
Susan Chouinard, a 16-year old Portsmouth High
School student, learned yesterday that Soviet officials,
after receiving a letter she had written them, have
extended an mvitation tor her to visit the country.
Democratic congressional candidate Jim Demers,
who brought Chouinard's letter to the Soviet Union
on his N<;>vember trip, read the rare proposal in
Chouinard' s social studies class.
The letter mentioned the possibility and fear
of nuclear war; and questioned the mutual mistrust
the United States and Soviet Union have for each
other.

Drug use down
~ccording to a survey released by the Portsmouth ·
Police Department, drug and alcohol abuse in that
city is below the national average, but use starts
at an early age.
.
. '
The survey reports that 45 percent of students
between the ~ges of 13 to 15 have used both drugs
and ak_ohol. 1~ at leas.~ one occasion, with drugs
used bemg mamly man1uana and cocaine.
The report also indicated that youths find it either
"easy" or "very easy" to obtain drugs and alcohol.
/

More winter parking
An additional double row of spaces has been
in_cluded in B lot in respo_nse to requests for more
winter ban parking.
Winter ban hours are from 1 am until 6 am
November 1 through March 31. Vehicles must b~
parked in areas designated as Winter Ban Parking
areas during these times.
. Vehicles parked elsewhere are subject to being
ticketed and/ or towed at the owner's risk and
expense.

Correction
In a letter under the heading 'Editorial' in last
Friday's edition, the name of the writer, Carlos
Gonzalez, was accidently omitted.

I
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DUI awareness week begins
National
Drunk and
Drugged Driving
·
Awareness
1
,
Week

oJte·
C
b~e~u£~ ~

Senator asks for
semester increase
By Bryan Alexander
While many UNH students
are complaining about the lack
ofthe holiday time they currently
receive, a bill is being discussed
in the student senate tha.t will
increase the length of the first
semester.
The resolution proposed by
Senator Eric Hastings called for
the extension of the first semester by one week. The extra week
would be tacked on to the
beginning of the semester. This
would mean classes would begin
before Labor Day.
Hastings pointed out that
there is "an imbalance in the
length between the first semester ( 14 weeks) and the second
semester (15 weeks)." He also
went on to show that "at least
60 percent of the colleges and
universities in the U.S. and
Canada start with an early fall
~pmpc:t-Pr

,

The bill also calls for a midsemes.t er break around the middle of October. Hastings claimed
the two and one-half months
without ~ .break in the fall
semester "has been statistically
proven to be highly stressful
time on·campuses."
The fin al section of the bill
calls for the extension of Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
classes by fifteen minutes, and
Tuesday, Thursday classes by
20 minutes. This was listed as
the most important change
since the university has the
inconsistency of granting four
credit hours to students for only
completing three contact hours
of work.
Hastings claimed he is getting
"gypped" out of th.e complete

education he is paying for. "If
the students pass something
asking for more education,
wanting to learn more, wanting
to be better students, wanting
a better academic department,
what's that going to say to the
administration and the facult~?"
"It's taking the step, the leadership, the role over the entire
university committee in favor
of better academics," said Hastings. "How often do students .
ask for academics? I think it is
a really powerful thing that the
students have to do," he added.
There was debate whether
Hastings was voicing his own
opinions or those of the people
he is supposed to represent.
Hastings claimed he had the
overwhelming approval of Sawyer Hall, which he represents.
"I have talked to my constituents
in Sawyer Hall," he said. "I have
talked to more than fifty people.
Initially I got a 50-50 response,
but after discussion ensued,
people really rationalized, and
thought about this. "I would sav
that 80 percent of the students ··
do want this. I got football
players wanting it, academic
eggheads, you got all sorts of
people," he said.
The feeling around campus
showed a variety of opinions
of the subject.
"People have too much free
time," said Stoke · freshman
Mark Rosenberg. "I think we
should have classes on Saturday
too," he added.
Freshman Joanne Lemire
disagreed saying ·•People in my
class' fold up 10 minutes early,
half of them are already asleep
by the.time the class ends."

By Jessica Wilson
According_to statistics, alcohol
related accidents are the leading
cause of death in 16-24 yearolds. In an attempt to combat
this growing problem December l~-27 is National Drunk
and Drugged Driving Awareness week.
This is the first year UNH
is taking part in the awareness
week, which was legislated as
a national week in 1983.
The university will be using
passive education, said Kathleen
Gildea-Dinzeo of Health Services. You may see the red and
white "Friends Don't Let
Friends Drive Drunk" posters
about campus, or read about the
awareness week on the information board in the MUB.
The purpose of the awareness
week is to get students and
faculty to "just think before you
drink, take care of yourself and
try to watch out for your gy.ests,"

Dinzeo said.
limit, or involvement in an
Dinzeo stressed the impor- accident causing injury, or eludtance of preventing someone ing the police. Aggravated DUI
under the influence from getting is a misdemeanor resulting in
into a car. "It's the hardest thing license revocation for one year
in the world, but they'll thank and fines up to $1,000.
you in the morning," she said.
Some guidelines to reduce
Most people can consume only risks associated with alcohol are
one to one and a half drinks per to realize that alcohol will have
hour and still be under the legal more effect on a woman than
limit," she said.
a man. Remember that carbo"There is a growing need to nated mixers speed alcohol
address the issue on campus absorption, provide nutritious
because national awareness is and appealing food when alcogrowing," Dinzeo said.
hol is served and carefully
The new term for DWI (Driv- measure all drinks so that a
ing While Intoxicated) is DUI person can know exactly how
(Driving Under the Influ~nce) much he or she has drunk.
because this includes drugs as
Health Services is working
well as alcohol. The penalty for on a proposal called Saferide,
non-aggravated DUI is license so an individual can call a central
revocation for 90 days to two number on campus and get a
years, and fines up to $500.00.
ride home, no questions asked.
Aggravated DUI is a blood They hope the program will be
alcohol content of .2 % , or a in effect by fall 1986, said
blood alcohol content of .1 % Dinzeo.
and drivjng 30 mph ove,r speed

Stoke wreath to he lit soon.
ony, along with a few local and world peace with only wars. It
By Bryan Alexander
is a very general theme includStoke Hall residents are wait- national officials.
"We invited the Governor of ing things like inner peace, and
ing anxiously for the official
start of the holiday season-the New Hampshire and President peace on the floor."
To accompany the speakers,
lighting of the great Stoke Reagan," Papadopoulos said,
"Governor Sunu1'u will not be several singing &loups have
Christmas wreath.
Stoke Hall Council members able to attend, but wished us a been invited to perform.
spent ·three days preparing the merry Christmas. President Amongst these are the Notables, a UNH l;>ased group, and
wreath with the help of several Reagan hasn't answered yet."
Papadopoulos said he is hop- the Elf-Tones from Lord Hall.
residents. The structure consists
President Gordon Haaland
1"ng for a large turnout ' desp1"te
·
· logs, ten feet long formmg
·
o f six
a hexagon. Boughs of ever- conflicts such as the Squeeze will close the event, by lighting
· h concert and a hockey game · He the wreath. From there the
· d tot h e logs wit
greens were tte
wire and rope, producing what said it has always been a popular group will move ·inside for a
reception.
Wreath Director Dan Papado- . tradition.
For some this event plays a
'It is excellent, very inspirapoulos called an "all natural"
big part in their enjoyment of
tional," he said.
wreath.
Stoke Hall Director, Ruth the holiday season. "It is the
The wreath will be placed
between the third and fourth Abelman and Hall President culmination of Christmas," said
floors of Stoke in a grand Robin Dzizzek will speak at the resident Jay Shepard, "it is the
ceremony this Wednesday at event on this year's theme; high point of the season_. If it
8 pm. A!l ~toke r~sidents world peace. Papadopoulos said, ended there I'd be happy. I don't
___e=~-n_,__e_v_e_n-::h~a_v_e_t_o_s_e_e_m_y_fa_m_il_y_.'_'_
-:h=a~v=-e_be,..;..;;..en__...;;.m_v_1....,,te...d......to.......,th=1-.s_c_er=e:o..;m--.,-_·_·(_T_h_e_t_h_e_m_e___d....o=e_s);-n_o_t_m

Students' party is
stopped for trustees
By Edmund Mander
A group of students looking
forward to a celebration at the
New England Center last Friday
had their plan dashed. when the
U niversitY. trustees demanded
the party be cancelled.
Vice-Chancellor Eugene Savage requested that the Center
cancel the students' reservation
of the Berkshire Room because
he felt it would disturb a trustee
. gathering in the adjacent
Gallery, said the Center's Sales

Manager, Jane Parsons.
"It's a political situation. The
University does oversee the
New England Center," Parsons
said. "If they come by and say
you will do this, you do it. They
ultimately run us."
The students, all residents of
the University Apartment Complex, booked the room in October, and were also offered the
gallery. Parsons said she was
UAC page 24

Kerry Bowse (center) making her contribution to the blood drive, flanked by Ray Mancison
(left), Joe Bishop (above right) and Steve McGarr (right). (Francoise Von Trapp photo)
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NEED COPIES
WHEN YOU
.
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I .- -CAMPUS COPY I PlUNTING .
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47 MAIN STREET DURHAM, NH -

I

With finals approaching, the library is filling up with students like Jodi Meumier (I) and
Debbie Wolfson (r) seeking a little peace and quiet in order to refresh their memories on
I a semester's worth of study. (Neal Polshuk photo)
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TASk Tip of the.Day
'

On multiple choice or true/false exams read the entire
questiqn and watch for small words like "not" which
can change the whole meaning of the question.

The next edition of
The New Hampshire
will be publisheff,
Friday, Jan. 25, 1986
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Millions have hidden disease
By Fiona Jameson
Millions of Americans are
suffering from a sexually transmitted disease that they might
not even know they have-one
that can cause sterility while
showing no symptoms.
Chlamydia trachomatis is one
of the most prevalent-and the
most damaging-of all sexually
transmitted diseases (STD) seen
in the US today, according to
the US Department of Health
and Human Services.
Each year, an estimated one
million Americans suffer from
gonorrhea, the STD once
thought to be most prevalent.
Recently, however, it has been
reported that an estimated
three-four million Americans
have chlamydia! infections,
make it about 4 times more
common than gonorrhea.
Chlamydia is contracted by
direct sexual contact with an
infected person. Once the disease is acquired, however, it
often lies dormant-while infecting the reproductive system-and shows no symptoms.
"Chlamydia causes inflammation of the entire reproductive system. In women, the
fallopian tubes (which transport
the egg from the ovary to the
uterus) become scarred and
blocked after the disease infects .
them. This is a major cause of
infertility," stated Joyce Grossi,
RN, nurse coordinator at The
Clinic in Dover.
According to Grossi, "Chlamydia is a bacteria that has the
properties of a virus, making
it very difficult-and expensive-to diagnose."
Chlamydia! infections are
most prevalent in men and
women under the age of 25. Risk
of infection increases with the

number of sexual partners .
Grossi ~aid, "Younger women
tend to have more sexual
partners, and older women are
more likely to use barrier methods, such as condoms or
diaphragms, which offer some
protection." High risk groups
a_lso include those of lower
economic status.
"Approximately 5-20 percent
of 15-35 year old women attending prenatal, family planning
and adolescent clinics have been
found to be infected with chlamydia," according to studies by
the STD Control Program in
Seattle, Washington. That's
almost one in five women.
The studies show that
600,000-one million pelvic inflammatory disease (a serious
pelvic infection) cases occur
annually. 10-20 percent result
in infertility, and up to half of
these PIDs are caused by chlamydia against 25 percent caused
by gonorrhea.
"It (chlamydia) causes infertility iu women and it usually
shows no symptoms. A woman
can be infertile as a result of
having chlamydia years before,
and she never knew she had it.
That worries me," said Grossi.
"Its complications make chlamydial infections one of the
most'important health problems facing American women,"
according to Dr. H. Hunter
Handsfield, director of the
Sexually Transmitted Disease
Control Program for the Seattle
Department of Public Health,
in an article printed in Sexual
Medicine Today.
Handsfield went on to explain that "research shows that
chlamydia may be the most
single cause of female infertility
in the US and west~rn Europe.

Silent chlamydia! infections may
lead to blocked (fallopian) tubules ... "
Chlamydia is easily treatable,
once it is diagnosed or suspected.
"It's easy to treat, but hard to
diagnose.- Tests for it used to
be expensive ($70-$80), but in
the last year prices have come
down. The state now does the
test for $15," Grossi said.
As soon as the disease is
diagnosed, it can be rapidly and
effectively treated with tetracycline, an antibiotic.
At Hood House, chlamydia
testing is only done if the
organism is suspected, according
to Sue Begonia, RN. "We've
been doing them here for about
a year. The tests aren't done on
demand, because they are expensive (the cost is covered by
the Health Fee). As the costs
come down, we hope to do
routine screening in the future,"
said Begonia.
Chlamydia can cause infertility in men, but because men
often show symptoms (genital
burning and discharge), they
can be diagnosed and treated.
Symptomatic cases in women
usually involve symptoms such
as lower abdominal pain (mild
or severe), vaginal discharge,
bleeding or a fever.
According to Grossi, "Some
people have vague symptoms,
but don't think they're serious
enough to need an examination.
People should consider it (chlamydia), and be aware of it. And
if you're having more sexual
partners, you're at risk. There
is something there."
Grossi said that people who
are not sure about their
partners, or who have even mild
symptoms, should be tested,
explaining, "It's worth it for
the peace of mind."

TUESDAY,DECEMBERlO
.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Tis the Season
to be Giving." Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10
a.m.-3 p.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: The End of Antiquity
and the Rise of Christianity, John 0. Voll, History. Room
216, Hamilton Smith, 11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
SPANISH FILM: "Don Quixote." Room 303, James, 4 p.m.
Admission $1.
STVN MOVIE: "Star Trek 1, 2 & 3" Seacoast Lounge, Channel .
55 Memorial Union, 6 p.m.
:
ABBIE HOFFMAN-CENTRAL AMERICA UNDER FIRE:
Sponsored by UNH Committee on Central America. Strafford ·
Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m. Admission $3. Tickets at
MUB Ticket Office.
UNH WIND SYMPHONY AND SYMPHONIC BAND:
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOO:O DRIVE: Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
NEW-OLD CINEMA: "Body and Soul." Room 110, Murkland,
7 p.m. Admission Free.
.
·
HOCKEY: Men's vs. Boston College, Snively, 7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12
JEAN MATTOX SCHOLARSHIP BENEFIT PERFORMANCE: Features UNH Dance students with final project
dances and UNH Musical Theater students with representative ·
numbers from American musical theater. Johnson Theater,·
Paul Arts, 5 p.m. $1 Donation at the door.
MUSO FILM: "A Christmas Storr." Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Students-$1, Non-students-$2.
·
MUB PUB: Now Sound Express. Pub,. Memorial Union, 8'
p.m. Students-$1, Non-students-$2.
CONCERT: UNH Wind Symphony Chamber Groups. Bratton ·
Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Free and open to the public.
:
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES: "The Quilting of Earl.JLChristian
Women's History/' by Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza, Episcopal
Divinity School. Forum Room, Library, 8 p.m. Free and open
to the public. .

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13
MUB PUB: "The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai," Pub,
Memorial Union, 7:30 & 9:30 p.m. Students $1, Non-students ,
$2.
Last Day of Classes

SATURDAY,DECEMBER1 4

·COMMENCEMENT

BASKETBALL: Women vs. Massachusetts, Field House,
4:00 p.m.

Hoffman to speak tonight
By Jeffrey Miller
Political activist Abbie Hoffman, whose appeara-nce at UNH
15 years ago prompted bomb ·
threats, a student strike and the
cancellation of most classes, will
speak to a considerable more
placid student body tonight at
7:30.
Hoffman achieved notoriety
in the late 1960s as .a member
of the "Chicago 7," a group of
activists convicted of instigating
riots outside the 1968 Democratic Convention. Unlike many·
radicals of that era, Hoffman
has not modified his leftist
politics, though he has
changed the focus of his attentions from Southeast Asia to _
Central America.
At the request of the UNH
Committee on Central America
Hoffman will speak on "Central
America Under Fire," in the
Strafford Room of the MUB.
Hoffman, whose visit to Nicaragua last summer included
meetings with Sandinista leader
Daniel Ortega, will cover such
topics as U.S. involvement in
the region and allegations that
_the .America1? media is presently
a distorted image of the Sandinista regime.
"His feeling is that a lot of
what we' re reading through the

U.S. p~ess is not really demonstrative of what's happening
in Nicaragua,'' said Terri Slanetz, a member of the UNH
Committee on Central America.
She said the Sandinista government is often portrayed as a
communist dictatorship, while
U.S. backed contras are presented as being representative
of the Nicaraguan public.
Slanetz said her group expects
between 200 and 300 people to
attend Hoffman's speech - a
projection based 11\.0re on academic pressures than on student
apathy.
"le' a tough time becasue of
finals," she said. "I chink if it
weren't for finals, we'd sell out."
Final examinations did not
conflict with Hoffman's appearance at UNH in May 1970, when
he spoke with "Chicago 7" codefendants Jerry Rubin and
David Dessinger before a sellout crowd in the Field House.
In conjunction with a student
strike "'co protest war and
racism," most professors cancelled classes and final exams.
The speech, coming only days
after the fatal shootings of four
Kent State University students
by National Guardsmen during
a Vietnam W3:r protest, repres-

s

BASKETBALL: Men's vs. Maine, Field House, 7:30 p.m.
N.H. GENTLEMEN WINTER'S EVE CONCERT: Will ·
feature the U.V.M. Cat's Meow and a UNH Brass Quintet.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.

MUB PUB: "Pink Floyd, the Wall." Pub, Memorial Union,:
ented the high-water mark of
7:30 & 9:30 p.m. Students-$1, Non-students-$2.50.
campus activism at UNH.
Fearing an outbreak of vio- · SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15
lence, a U.S. District Court judge - MUSO FILM: "Animal Crackers." Strafford Room, Memorial
ordered UNH student governUnion, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Students-$1, Non-students-$2.
ment president Mark Wefers
MONDAY, DECEMBER 16
to cancel the three activists'
READING DAY
appearance. When W efers refused, he was charged with
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17
criminal contempt.
FINAL EXAMS BEGIN
Despite a flurry of bomb
threats, the speech went .on
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18
without incident. The 3,000
FINAL EXAMS CONTINUE
students in attendance reTHURSDAY, DECEMBER 19
s ponded with cheers, war
FINAL EXAMS CONTINUE
whoops, foot-stomping and
thrusts of clenched fists as
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20
Hoffman, Rubin and Dellinger
FINAL EXAMS CONTINUE
issued their diatribes on the war
in Vietnam and Cambodia racial
SATURDAY,DECEMBER21
injustice and the conser~atism
FINAL EXAMS END
of New Hampshire.
.
"New Hampshire whooooee!" Hoffman said at
~he t~me. "Tonight the granite
~The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi1s gorng to crack! Tonight the
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Old Man in the Mountains is
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
goi~~ to blow his fucking brains
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
out!
·
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
The Old Man of the Mounresponsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
tains survived that tumultuous
immepiately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
evening, as did another notable
15~ MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
rock: the one in front of the
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
MUB bearing a memorial
plaque dedicated to the students
who died at Kent State.
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ACADEMIC
REGISTRATION FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION SPRING COYRSES: Begins December 16.
Registration Office, 6 Garrison Ave. Call 862-2015
for more information and to obtain a free copy
of the Spring Bulletin.
SUMMER LANGUAGE STUDY IN LENIN GRAD MEETING: Sponsored by Associated
Academic Programs in Leningrad. Informational
meeting, Thursday, December 12, Room 22,
Murkland, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. If unable to attend,
contact, Professor Bronstein, Room 14, Murkland,
862-3541.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
DECEMBER BAG LUNCHES: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Program. Stop by with your
lunch and we'll provide soup! Tuesday, December
17, Underwood House, 12:30 to 2 p .m. Call 8623647 for more information.
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB MEETING: Discussion
of The Little Royal. Tuesday, December 10, Room
202, Kendall, 7 p.m. New members welcome.
MID-DAY CONNECTIONS-NETWORKING
SPECIAL-SINGLE PARENTS: Sponsored by
Non -Traditional Student Program . We invite
students who are single parents to stop by with
their lunch and share their experiences and thoughts
on the demands of being a parent_and a student.
Wednesday, December 11, Underwood House, noon
to 1:30 p.m. Call 862-3647 for more information.
PEOPLE FOR A FREE SOUTH AFRICA MEETING : For people interested in seeing UNH and
the State of New Hampshire break financial ties
with South Africa, Help educate. Wednesday,
December 11, Room 141, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
MORTAR BOARD MEETING : Thursday, December 12, Hamilton Smith, 6 p.m.
FAMILY/HOLIDAY POT LUCK DINNER:
Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student Program.
Come join us and bring friends and kids . Special
activities for children. Thursday, December 12 ,
Underwood House, 5:30 p.m. For more information,
call 862-3647.
CHRISTMAS TREE SALE: Sponsored by Xi Sigma
Pi. (Academic Honor Society) . Now through
December 21 or until trees are gone. Porch of Pettee
Hall, Monda¥ through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Psychology Dept.
waits for Conant

COMPUTER SERVICES
SMALL SYSTEMS RESOURCE CENTER: These
Microcomputer skill-building sessions include
hands-on instruction on various aspects of microcomputers. Registration is not required but
space is limited. Call 862-2249. Cost is $15 for each
session. All hands-on instruction is available in
McConnell Hall, Room 104C, from 10 a.m. to noon.
MULTIPLAN: Features of the MultiPlan spreadsheet program will be described and demonstrated.
Monday, December 16.
WORD PERFECT: (Two Parts) Part I will cover
the aspects of Word Perfect used to create, format,
edit and print documents. Some of the special
features of this wordprocessing software such as
Merge, Spell Checking, outlines, and columns will
be discussed. Tuesday and Thursday, December
17 and December 19.
OPEN SESSION: This time is made available ONLY
to those people who have participated in a session
and wish to practice their new skills. Wednesday,
December 18. ·
MICRO COMPONENTS: Various components
. of microcomputers will be described and ·shown
including the components needed in a typical office.
Friday, December 20.
GFNFRAT.

AUDITIONS FOR 1986 UNDERGRADUATE
PRIZE -PLAYS: Sponsored by Department of
Theater & Communications . Open to all UNH
students. Plays are written, directed, and performed
by students and put on for the American College
Theatre Festival. Wednesday, December 11,
Hennessey Theatre, 5 to 7 p.m.

By John Hurney
ones hurt the most are the
Progress in Progress is what students, because the psychology
the University is calling the department hasn't been able to
work on Conant Hall, but the offer any lab courses in three
Psychology department isn't semesters. This particularly
progressing as a result of the hurts students who are intending on going to graduate school,
university's renovations.
Conant Hall was slated to be he added.
Dr. Baun says he thinks the
finished last March, but that fell
through and subsequent new fault lies with the contractor,
dates were set and broken. The but he added that he thinks the
last completion date, was set university could have provided
for Parent's Weekend, but this the psychology department with
October the building is still more space when they discovered the problems.
incomplete.
"It hurts me the most," said
He is upset that this nap. Dr. Baun of th~ psychology pened to the university, but he
department. "I ha"."e not had a hopes they have learned their
real lab for over a year." Dr. lesson iri dealing with contracBaun said research has been tors.
Dr. Baun said he has been told
extremely difficult with the
psychology department tempor- there is a chance of the renoarly basea in Richards House vations being completed by
and he is working out of Wolfe Christmas, but all he can do is
. cross his fingers and wait.
House.
"I am working with what little
University officials refused
to comment at this time. The
space I have in Wolfe House.
I am performing labs outside representative for M.G. Allen _
and I am even performing one and Associates, the company
in a bath tub," said Dr. Baun
building Conant Hall, was unDr. Baun said he feels the available for comment.

MUB LOST & FOUND SALE: Sponsored by Office
of Student Activities. Friday, December 13,
East/West Lounge, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.
COMMENCEMENT BREAKFAST: Sponsored
by Parents Association. All graduating students,
their families and friends, as well as faculty and
staff participating in commencement are invited
to a precommencemeht breakfast, Donuts, muffins,
juice, and coffee will be served. Saturday, December
4, New Hampshire Hall, 8:30 to 10 a.m.
WOMEN'S COMMISSION SEEKS NEW UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT MEMBER: Vacancy for
spring semester. Responsibilities include attending
bi -weekly meetings (Fridays noon-2 p.m.), a
monthly student caucus meeting and participating
in Committee activities. For more information
contact the Women's Commission 862-1058 by
Wednesday, December 11, 1985.
1

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT CENTER
'HOLIDAY HOURS: Closed December 23-27. Open
December 30, 31 from 10 a.m . to 3 p.m. Closed
January 1. Open January 2-16 (Mon.-Thurs. only)
8;30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Regular schedule resumed
January 20.

CAREER
RESUME CRITIQUE SESSIONS: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Receive feedback
on resume drafts. Limited number of 15 minute
critiques on a first come, first serve basis.
Wednesday, December 11, Room 203, Huddleston,
1:30 to 4 p.m.
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. Learn
how you are coming across in your on-campus
interviews. Limited number of 10 minute reviews
on a first come, first serve basis . Thursday,
December 12, and Thursday, December 19, Room
203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m.
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Staff member
available to briefly answer questions and provide
-information. Monday, December 16, Balcony Table,
Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

HEALTH
DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU:
Sponsored by Health Education Center, Health
Services. Discussion of the pressures a-nd possi- .
bilities of being a student at UNH. Coping strategies,
relaxation, and time management will be discussed.
Tuesday, December 10, Congreve, 8 p.m.

UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS FOR
THE MUSICAL 'JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING
TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT.": Sponsored by
Theater and Communication. "Joseph ... " is the
rock musical by the author of "Cats," "Evita," and
"Jesus Christ Superstar." The UNH production
is open to all UNH students, and will be presented
May 1-10, 1986. Audition materials may be picked
up in M-211, Paul Arts beginrting December 16 ..
Callbacks are set for Feb. 2, from 3-6 p.m. Auditions,
Thursday,January 30, 4:30-7:30, and Friday,January
31, 3:30-6:30 p.m.
APPLY NOW FOR JUNE TRANSFER ORIE-r-,~ .
TA TION STAFF: For information and applications
contact the Commuter/Transfer Center, Room
136, 862-3612. Fun, experience, money too!
MUB LOCKER RENTERS: Lockers must bt
renewed for next semester before December 20
For those with keyed lockers, if you' re not renewing,
turn your key in to the Office of Student Activitie·
Room 322, to obtain key deposit refund. If y
rent a blue locker and you' re not renewing, remu
your lock and contents before December 20.
WINTER BAN PARKING INFORMATION:
In response to requests to add more spaces for winter
ban parking in B Lot, an additional double row
of spaces has been included. As a reminder, winter
ban hours are from 1 a.m. to 6 a.m., November
1 through March 31. During these timeframes,
vehicles must be parked in areas designated as winter
ban parking areas. If parked elsewhere, vehicles
are subject to being ticketed and/ or towed at the
owner's risk and expense. If you have any questions,
please contact the Department of Public Safety
at 862-1427.

Renovations on Conant Hall are far behind schedule, much
to the irritation of the Psychology Department. The completion
date was originally set for last March, then moved to Parents'
Weekend this semester. A new target for of the work has been
set for Christmas. (Rob Bossi photo)

·

TASk Tip of the Day

Professors are invaluable resources-use
them. Take advantage of office hours to get
clarification on problem areas or to discuss
topics which interest
-

Give blood and feel good
Love,
Carrie & Katie
-

---
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Lord Hall residents serenade
of Lord, Jay Apsey, the ElfTones marched into freshman
Laura Ellison's and Lisa Grano's
room and loudly and enthusiastically sang, "Rudolph the Red
Nosed-Reindeer."
This is the second year Lord
Hall has held the fund-raiser.
President of the Lord Hall
Council, -sophomore Glen Harcourt, says he hopes it will bring
in well over $100 to the dorm.
A sign up sheet is available at
Stillings and it costs one dollar
to send a singing message.
Harcourt said after the first
night many people got such a
kick out of seeing nine men
dressed up as elves marching
through campus that he receives

By Chris Allen
Singing "Hi Ho, Hi Ho, it's
off to sing we go," dressed iri
boxer shorts, santa hats, sunglasses, and tinsel and parading
through dorms, nine men from
Lord Hall draw much attention
as they deliver Christmas carol
messages.
These men are Lord Hall's
Elf-Tones and they are raising
money for their dorm. Organized by Lord Hall Council, the
Elf-Tones deliver messages all
over campus from Sunday to
Thursday of this week.
Their first stop on Sundai
was McLaughlin Hall. Led by
sophomore and vice president

many calls requesting Elf-Tone
messages.
Ellison and Grano said they
heard them comin'g down the
hall but never expected them
to come to their room. "It was
so cool," Ellison said. They were
not kept in the dark over who
sent them their singing message
unlike sophomore Joe Dufour
from Congreve Hall. He received an anonymous holiday
message.
The energy of the Elf-Tones
helps to make them such a
success. They have found a fun
way for friends, loved ones, and
secret admirers to send Christmas greetings to each other and
raise money at the same time.
-December 10-16-----

, .... ::$!

>:<

:ruesday, December 10
Vegetable Stuffed Cabbage
Irish Stew
Glazed Carrots
Parsley Potatoes
Fresh Tomato Soup
Beef Barley Soup
Key Lime Pie

-RESUMES.

Electronically Typed
$17.50 includes
Typing, Selection of Pape! and Envelopes

-

Plus

25 copies* 25 envelopes* 25 extra sheets of paper

.

(Changes easily made with our 30 day memory storage.)
Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30

Durham Copy.
Jenkins Court •Durham, N.H.•868-703t

-

Wednesday, December 11
Eggplant Parmesan
Chicken Cacciatore
Rotini
Minestrone Soup
Cream of Spinach Soup
Italian Choe Dipped Bisquits
Thursday, December 12
_Spinach Pie
Sausage with Apples
Broiled Tomatoes
Corn Fritters Maple Syrup
New England Chowder
Bread Pudding
Friday, December 13
, Veggie Kabobs
Chicken Bouabaise
Tomato with Broccoli
Cauliflower Soup
Chocolate Mousse Cake
Monday, December 16
Stuffed Shells
Chicken Cordon Bleu
Stir Fry
Strawberry Shortcake
.....-------------MUBPUB-------------~
Thursday, December 12, Now Sound Express
Friday, Dece.mber 13, The Adventures of Buckaroo
Banzai 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 14, Pink Floyd, the Wall 7:30-9:30
p.m.
~-CAFETERIA-_.,..

New Items!
Deep Fried Mushrooms
Onion Rings
Chrcken Sandwich
Available Anytime!

PG.,... .... _.m·~.

·-----·...-.••OOU.•

Opens Friday, Decemoer 13th
At A Theatre Near You.

....-------PISTACHIO'S------..
We have the perfect Stocking Stuffers
for the holiday!
Gift Certificates·
of 70¢, $1.05, $3.00, and $5.00
-
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-------- STVN -------- he said. "Our pnmary concern
is to teach people to work in a
television station."
Bartlett claimed STVN is
open to all students stating that
"the opportunity was there (for
everyone), and that's something
that is a shame. We wish more
people would take advantage
of; .. "
"Some pe~ple in the senate

ccominued from page 1)
have personal bias agarnst
STVN for the past," said Castle.
"It is unfair to have personal
bias put up against the STVN
of today."
Discussion over the act was
brought to an unexpected halt
when senator and SAFC chairperson Wayne Ferrari came
across a slight oversight. The
senate had overlooked the re-

cent Student Activity Fee council
vote, which had not passed the
proposal with a two-thirds
majority. Because of this technicality it is illegal to vote on
the act until SAFC approves of
a revised concept. Thus, the act
and the future of STVN is left
uncertain until future SAFC
meetings.

TASk Tip of the Day
A 1iibute to the Original, 1raditional,
One-Hundred-Percent, All-American Christmas ...

MUSO Film Series
Presents:

Finals are an opportunity to test for general understanding of the
course itself and the most important course topics. Can you wr ite
a summary of the course? Can you discuss each of the important
course topics? What topics might you be asked to compare and
contrast?

Help Wanted.
for Finding Clients.
Commission
Advance

Thursday, December 12, 1985
7:00 & 9:30 pm
in the MUB, Strafford Room
Students $1.00
Non-Students $2.00
METil(){;()!IINYN-IMYERl'resenls
ABOB a.ARK fllM "A OiRJS1MAS sroR\'"
Slarr'sig MELINDA DIU.ON DARREN MCGAVIN o-.:1 Prn'.R BllLING.51.EY
ea.e.! oo the ,.,,.i "IN GOD WE TRL\Sf, AIL ITTHERS PAY CASH" by JEANSHEPHERD
•
Screenplay by JEAN SHEPHERD & l£1GH BRCIW'N & BOB a.ARK Eloduc<d by RENE otro~NT
'·
.
aoollOBa.ARK DirectedbyBOBQ.ARK
PG!-llALGIDllU•rn•-

I-. ...,,_ .... . , .•..,._._ J

019 83MGM I U AENTEATAINMENTCO

~ . :·-!~-~~""='~

A Christmas Story

Jean Sheperd's America is brought vividly to life in A Christmas Story,
a nostalgic and witty remembrance of a time gone-by, in a small town
of the 1940's. A young boy 's overwhelming desire to receive a Red
Ryder BB gun for Christmas is narrated with style and humor and based
on original material by Sheperd . The film is an entertaining period
piece with a heartwarming message that can be enjoyed all year round.

74-18 37th Avenue
Jackson Heights, N.Y. 11372
(718) 507-5800

We Convert
Overseas Video Tapes
to American Standard
and Vice Versa
SECAM-FAL-NTSC-VHS-BET A
REAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
WE ACCEPT MAIL ORDERS

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Subjects needed for exercise research ·study.
Must be male, 18-35 years old, and sedentary (not
currently engaged in any form of regular physical
activity).
The study will involve exercising (stationary
cycle) for four hours a week for 12 weeks--starting
at the beginning of Spring Semester.

THE ARMY,NURSING
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hqrd getting
your degree, hard enqugh that
you'd like to continue· the challenge. That's what Army Nursing
offers. The challenge of professional
practice, ne~ study opportunities,
continuing education and travel
are all part of Army Nursing. And
you'll have the respect and dignity
accorded an officer in the United
States Army.
If you're working on your
BSN or if you already have a BSN
and are registered to practice in the
United States or Puerto Rico, talk
to our Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.
Sgt. David Perkins
Collect: (207)-775-2194

151 Forest Avenue
Portland, Maine

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOU CAM BE.

If chosen for the study, subject will be compensated at a rate of $4.00/hr. upon successful
completion of the study.
---------CONTA CT: Dr. Neil Vroman
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 208 Ne w Ham p sh ire Ha II
--------862-2054

.-..•.,
.•.•
·•·•·•
f Mub Night Grill!

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

*
•

t'•

During Exams, let us
do the cooking for you!

•
.4

Hamburger, Grilled Cheese, BLT •
Hot dog Specials, Subs and more. •

t #¥ i
•
u
t
t
i
•t
•t
.... . .......
1·

,,

Merry Christmas from
Mub Management
~ ~·--·

.,
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Give the gift of Health
this Holiday Season!!

FRAN~LIN FITNE~~

CENTER
868-11os
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.

£. ~o\J'l one month membership

(December 26th-January 26th)
ONLY $25.00

. p._\JP>-'\...p._!Q\;

Stay in sh.ape during Christmas Break!

~~"~

~~

,o"

Current Student Members ...

NOW-December 20th
reserve your sp_ot for next semester membership.
(Membership is limited)

DISCOVER

RESTAURANT

«::

open to.the public 7 days a week.
Follow the Electricity at Benjamins
Lounge and Non-alcoholic Loung·e . .
~

UPCOMING EVENTS FOR DECEMBER
SUN.

22

29

MON.

TUES.

WED.

THURS.

FRI.

SAT.

2

3

4

5

6

7

11

12

13

14

"Comedy Night"
9:00 pm
Guilty Children

Dance 9-1
9 pm
The Dating Game

9-1
Motown Night

18

19

20

"Comedy Night"
9pm
Abrams & Anderson

Dance 9-1
"Peter Scott"

9-1
Motown Night

Dance 9-1
"Peter Scott"

25

26

27

28

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

DANCE 9-1
"Peter Scott"

9-1
Motown Night

Dance 9-1
"Peter Scott"

23

30

24

31
NEW YEARS
PARTY

Dance 9-1
. "Peter Scott"

21
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.

If Elizabeth Barrett

·· and Robert Browni~g had
AT&T's 60%and 40%d1scounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss tor English literature• .~

,

~

~

~k:

And of course, she wouldn't have had to
.restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till Spm Sundays, or
from llpm to Barn, Sunday throltgh Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AThT's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between Spm and llpm, Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls. _
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AThT's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
·:,exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone~

An.T
The right choice.
© 1985 AT&T Communications
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GENTLEMEN~
Presents
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Get a 1984 GRANITE i
. FREE!!
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MUB
- -- Monday-Friday 9-3

A Winte-rs Eve
Concert
featuring

The 1J\1M cats Meow
Be

Nat~al

Brass Quintet

~

*

i
**
i

****

*

!

7:30 p.m., Saturday, December 14, i985
Johnson Theatre

s2.oo

Tickets
Students
$3.00 General Public
Tickets Available at the MUB T~cket Office, 862-2290
In cooperatio;. with the O[!!.._ce of Student Activities

*
*

**
*
Good Singing & Good Times
~
UNH
YEARBOOK
SALES
$
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ABBIE HOFFMAN!!
"I do believe the Spanish word -for Vietnam is EL Salvador"

Dec. 1OTues.
7:00 p.m.
Strafford Rm.
$2.50 students
$3.00 non-students

I

Ii
I

I.
I
'ia

I
I

;

i

''Central America Under Fire"
Sponsored by Committee on Central America & PFO
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$100 .. 00

R E WA R D

603-431-7047

Sun Tan Center
80 Vaughan Mall
Portsmouth, N.H.

For the safe return of the business
sign recently taken from the premises
of TIDEWATER REALTY ASSOCIATES on
Route 108, Dover Road, Durham. The
missing po~tion that was broken off
sand blasted Redwood with gold leaf
and looks as follows.

exer cise
regu \arlY ·

Christmas Special
2 memb ership s for
the price of one

WE'RE FIGHTlf\JG FOR
YOJR LIFE

maxim um value of $1 .00 per
visit!
conve nient locatio n-on
Kari- Van route.

American Heart
Association

Please deliver to our office between
8 AM and 5 PM to collect $100.00 or
call us at 868-6407 and we will come
and pick it up. Thanks for helping.

Ask us about

NO · ~UESTIONS ASKED .

the "Miss Liberty" cut

HOURS M-F 9-6
Sat. 9-4

:·············~~·~····1

: A WINNING RESUME
~ MEANS INTERVIE WS
· TO
•

..

••
:

A new job/career-more money. A quality
resume can make a difference worth thousands. Professional consultation, editing and
format. The finest stationary and letter qua,lity
printing.
Also interviewing ideas/pointers. Other
services-thesises, reports and manuscripts.

Lee B.S. Roblee, Jr.
for appoiatmut call
603-431-4037

••••••••• ••••••••• •••••
Freelance
Photograph ic Series
Dan Splaine.

Portfolio work for models
& artists.
Photographic coverage of all
events and subjects.
Christmas portraits.

But this is a way that American
'1'17ho says you can't take it with you?
show thatwe believe in
W Mer four years of college, you've Express canAnd
as you graduate and go
future.
your
could
more
got a lot of things. And one
up the ladder, we'd like to come along.
be the American Express~ Card.
The Card is great for business. It
Because if you're a senior and
help you begin to establish your
can
career$10,000
a
accepted
you've
credit history. And, in a little less serious
oriented job, you could get the
vein,..the Card can be a lot of fun. Use it
American Express Card.
for vacations, for a night on the town, or
That's it. Ne strings. No gimmicks.
just a little shopping.
(And even if you don't have a job
~fi~i ~o~d~g~h g~~· ~~ths ( ::ili:;::;:;: ;: : ;:;: : y: : ;: :,:;:;: : ~;:': :,:,~:: ask ~oh~~~ l~agg~~~~~~~n~nd

f

::J?Jt~~1i!~:~~~g

get right now, you're right.

lllLlil .~~~!J;~~Ji,:::~~::~
::r.;tR:::r.gi;i:S:r.:::::::::::::,:,::::::::::::::::::::::::y::::::::'

Don't leave school without i~

© 1985 Am e r1 ca n Ex ress Tr ave l Related Se r vice s Company. Inc

Call: 749-2936

Bulimia and
Bingeing .
Food and
Weight Control
problems
Stephen J. Little M. Ed
603-430-8881
Sepcialized treatment of
Eating Disorders
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FRANKLIN ATNE~~
CENTER

WHERE BEING OUT
OF SHAPE IS
HISTORY !

FINANC IAL AID
APPLIC ATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
for 1986-87
at the

Membership Includes:

• Full use of weight room
• Free W~lghts
• Nautilus
• Rowing Machines
• Blocycles
• Free Fitness Evaluation
•Qualified Instructors
•Aerobic Classes
•Nursery 75¢/hr
•Sauna
•Nightly Activities
•Hot Tub
• Locker Rooms • Entertainment

Reduced Price on: Private hot tubs, isolation tank,
tanning, massage table
*Current student members can sign up
between December 1-December 21 to
secure club membership for next semester.
A $25 non-refundable deposit is required.

Serious Food & Serious Fun!
NOW OPEN!

~
$

$
$
$
$

Financial Aid Office, 207 Thompson Hall

·$$

(M-F 8:00-4:30)

$
$
Applicants should obtain:
a 1986-87 UNH application Form (tan) and
, $
a 1986-87 Financial Aid Form (FAF)
$
$
PRIORITY DEADLINES
Undergradu ates: February 15, 1986
Graduates: May 1, 1986

13 jenkins CT., Durham, NH 03824 •868-1105
r-~---------------------------------------------------------------------~,I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~-----~----------~------------------------------------------------------~
\
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The New Hampshire
wishes you the
best of luck
on your finals
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take-ou.t ·&·
·fish market.~.
•fresh fi~/;J
i .

•haddock
•scrod

This Week's
. Speci~I

•sole ·

,r

To Live and Die in L.A.
R

·:e steamers ·

Fish Sandwich
$1.99 plus tax

. •m~ssels

Mon-Thurs. 7:30 p.m. only

1
••

Remember family or friends
with Special Occasion, ·
Get Well or Memorial cards.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE .

American Heart
Association

New Acquisitions:
Breakfast Club
Missing in Action 2 .

live lobster

)

Yes ... We are now open
'til 11:30 p.m.;-Thurs, '· . f
Friday & S_a turday

. _Cat's Eye .. _
· Police Academv 2 ,
· Beverly Rills Cop

Also VCR rentals
NO MEMBERSHIP OR DEPOSIT.

·deep-fried.fresh ·
in durbam!

is required
Special ·
Tues. & Wed. - only $1.25 a tape

... attention all current leaders, you are invited to
apply to:

RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP
EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP:
a conference to make a difference

The Dean of ·Students office, Women's
Commission and Department of Residential
Life encourage your application to this conference designed to assist students in their
development as a .leader.
The conference will include a focus on:
•Innovative, dy.n amic leadership skills
0
•Leadership with a vision
•Fundamentals of influence
•Society and leadership_
...

A Perfect Way
To Celebrate ...

On Saturday, December 14, the New England Center will present
our graduation buffet...a delicious assortment of. appetizers, entrees
and desserts planned by our Chef, all for just $11 .95. Served from
Noon to 2 PM. Call now for reservations ... 862-2815 .

~;

,

In our lounge ... "Dancin"' featuring Darlene Townsend, 8 PM to Midnight.
.

This two day training program will be held off-campus
at the Walnut Hill Conference Center in nearby Raymond,
NH on February 18/19. Transportation, food and /odgng
will be free to all participants selected to attend. You
need-not be in a leadership position or have leadership
e~perience in order to apply.

Applications are now available from the Dean
of Students office, located on the second floor
of Huddleston. The deadline for application is
_ December 9

Jba«Otd aucnuc, dufham•.n.h. CM~) 8h·281S
I

I
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Editorial
Parking: fines don't make space'·
Students who thought it would only cost
them $40 to park east of the railroad tracks
were given a rude awakening recently.
Dozens of car owners have returned to the
lots to find tickets on their windshields
inviting them to spend an extra $15 for
the priviledge of parking in eastern lots.
Nobody could reasonably question the
necessity for a winter parking ban. Without
such regulation there would be no parking
available at all after the first snowfall. It
only takes a few cars left in a lot to make
effective plowing impossible.
But student anger at the present situation
is justified. Many are unable to find any
space on either side of the tracks owing
to the complete nighttime closure of several
lots, and are forced to leave their cars in

unauthorized spaces. Unfortunately some
of that resentment is being directed at the
Department of Public Safety, who have
nothing to do with the formulation of the
winter parking zones. The police have the
unenviable task of enforcing another
department's parking regulations, and
consequently end up taking much of the
flak.
. Instead of completely closing down lots
for the night, O'Connell House should
address a problem that so far they have
left the students to face alone. Simply
handing out scores of tickets does not make
it any easier for drivers who cannot find
a single space to park after sunset. Such
heavy-handed treatment betrays a contempt

for students on the part of the parking
authorities. Either they should find space,
or scrap the fines.
Large parking.areas such as A and Blots
could be filled to half their capacity during
the night, allowing the plows to clear snow
from the other half. The UNH parking
authorities should set a time in the morning
by which students had to move their cars
to enable plows complete the job. This way
there will be more parking space available
without hindering snow clearance op erations.
At the moment, students who have paid
a substantial fee to park in the eastern lots
have been left in a no-win situ(,ltion 11y the
winter ban. It is time for the p ark ing
authorities to help them out a little.

........................ ........................ ........................ ........................ ........................ ....

~

Requirement

the upper level courses, they would
• need more sections, while the lower
level courses would remain just as
numerous in section number and
·only grow smaller in enrollment.
This would be terrible, since it
would require the administration
to spend money on education rather
than progressing progress which
is already in progress.
Thus we waste our money and
time in valueless 400 level courses,
from which the only benefit we reap
is to raise our GP As a few hun dredths of a point. Maybe that
quotation on the first page of
UNH's undergraduate catalog
should read, " depth without reaching too deeply into the University's
p ockets, bre adth without loss of
profit."
Steven Minick

To the Editor:
When I was a young naive freshman, the quotation which decorates
the first page of UNH's undergraduate catalog, "depth without nar rowness and breadth without superf icialty," use to slow my
breathing rate to a single deep
proud inhalation , and spark an
inspirational light in my eye ; no
more! Over the years I have become
increasingly disillusioned with the
University's educational philosophy , recently to the point of a
rude awakening to reality. Now
instead of a proud inhalation all
I breath is a lot of the University's
hot air.
Approximately two weeks ago
I submitted a petition for academic
variance, in which I attempted to
get a course I am now taking Hist
685; " The Modern Middle East"
accepted as a Group II general
education requirement. The course
demands about 50 type written
pages of synthesis, that you read
3 books each about 250 pages in
length (along with numerous articles adding an additional 200
pages), it has a mandatory MWF
8:00 am attendence, and it deals
with info which enables me to
understand the nightly news. My
request was vehemently denied and
the only explanation I got was that
Hist 685 wasn't on the list of
acceptable Group II general education requirements. Thanks, Dean
Melvin, but I could have told you
·
that.
Needless to say I was and am
pissed off. The supposed purpose
of general education requirements
is to instill in the student a social
conscience, an understanding of
national and world events, and to
teach you skills relevant to your life.
"The Modern Middle East" fits all
three of these categories. Thus, why
wasn't it accepted or more interestingly why are no courses above
the 500 level accepted as general
education requirements?
The reason is simple and it starts
with a $ and is followed by 5 or 6
digits. If we were permitted to take
600 and 700 level courses for
general education requirements,
lots of people would, they' re more
interesting. No longer would the
University be able to cram 350
people (a moderate estimate) into
SLS 135 to present to them information in Psych 401 or Sociology
404, which they needed to have-already known, in order to have
survived to the ripe old age of 16.
. With an increased el)rollment in

Abuse
To the Editor:
The week of December 15th has
been declared Drunk and Drugged
Driving Awareness Week. Please
do not use the word "parent" to
headline this letter or I fear it will
be passed over as "here comes a
sermon." To the contrary, it is
actually a parallel.
Hard as it may seem, when you
tell us "we don't understand, things
were different for us, etc.," you must
believe not so! and then some.
1\S your parents, we nurtured you,
we guided you and now the hardest
part for some, we have let you go.
Our one hope is that our efforts to
guide you have .been effective.
Most of us expect you will experiment with things as they come
along. However, we do hope your
good judgment will prevail when
it comes to drinking, drugging, and
driving.
Surely the nightly news and the
pictures in the newspapers are a
frightening thing for all of us. As
parents, our hope is not to see your
names, or anyone else's in the
headlines. It is not a case of "why
did this have to happen to me?"
Rather, "why did this have to
happen?"
That is it. If you are going to
drink, drink with intelligence,
please don't drive and please don't
drive with anyone who has been
drinking.
There is something you can do
for us:. For hard as it may be for us
fi) admit, we sometimes need to be
re minded, especially at this time
o.f year, with the holiday parties
, starting soon. If we all care enough,
we will remind, not only the ones
we love not to drink, take drugs and
drive, but even a stranger.

year across the countryside like a holiday a great day for all of our
fog. Issuing forth from reside ms.
Holidays are difficult in most
the top of T-hall, filtering through
the shopping center, carried facilities because in order to make
through the streets by roving bands the holiday special for the residents,
of sadistic vocalists, and even and also allow staff to spend time
invading the innermost citadel of with their families, the work load
human comfort, the television set. is heavy for those who are on duty.
We've all heard these awful Christ- Mr. Sleeper was a most welcome
mas songs a hundred times before, surprise!! He helped set up the
but we are expected to somehow tables, serve the meals and clean
find them cheerful '.lnd uplifting, up . Only when all the work was
even as they steadily erode our done did he leave to join friends
sanity and push us closer to The in the area for his holiday celebraEdge. And indeed, every year many tion.
people, feeling trapped by the sheer
These days it seems we always
To the Editor:
evil of it all, seek the only possible hear of the problems of young
I feel I must respond to W. Glenn escape and kill themselves.
people. We find it a pleasure to
Stevens and any other propaganThis is what Christmas is in the write of something special and
dists who insist that Christmas time real world, beyond the little room good. Coleman is a credit to his
is some special period when-we . with the quilted wallpaper. It is a parents, college and his fraternity,
:hould all be happy, even if it kills
time when the pain and problems Sigma Nu. He will always be
is. This is simply not true. Feelings of everyday life are enhanced under
welcome at Kennebunk Nursing
are dependant on environmental
the guise- of good will. An annual · Home where he has gained many
stimuli, not on seasons. This is why attack on the integrity of the new friends.
many people are actually more ill- human soul.
Clifford Higgins
tem pered than usual at this time
Jeff Semprebon
Dietary Supervisor
of the year.
Durham
First, regardless of our religious
beliefs, we are forced to acknowledge an essentially Christian holidav. Why should I be happy just
To the Editor:
because two millienia ago some kid
was born who later became the
On Thw1ksgiving Day, Coleman
inspiration for the torture and/ or Sleeper, a student at the University
forced conversion of anyone who of New Hampshire and also a
didn't believe in him? These efforts
member of Sigma Nu, arrived at
continue today, with tyrannical our Nursing Home~ He volunteered
atteqipts to force religion on school to work with us ffi_h_e lo m~~ the
children, control the media, and
convince people that Christmas is
a time for happiness and rejoicing.
Even many people who aren't
Christian have been brainwashed
'. into enforcing this subversive
doctrine, which only serves to make
EDMUND MANDER, Editor-in-Chief
Christmas aggravating for those
of us who don't want to be told how
MARIANNE STEEN, Managing Editor
JON KINSON, Managing Editor
to feel. If someone isn't happy, a
JON EKSTROM, Features Editor
STEVE LANGEVIN, Sports Editor
guilt-evoking l~cture on "the season
RICH, Photo Editor
CINDY
W. GLENN STEVENS, News Editor
to be jolly" isn't going to make them
feel much better.
MARY FISCHER, Business Manager
TIMOTHY S. GERNHARD, Advertising Manager
Even worse are the "Christmassy" things that we are expected to
Susan Pocharski
Cynthya Cumings
Advertising A11oclates Lisa Madden
Erika Randmere
Ric Dube
enjoy: The garish decorations that
Stephanie Norton
Carrie Keating
Tom Rooney
Gannon
Hannah
Ouellette
Catherine
Rich Wallace
~pring up like ragweed wherever
Kevin Rogers
Gregg Goostray
Elisa Russell
Clrculatlon Manager
Ruth Stearns
Pat Graham
Julie Solz
Dianna Witham
you look. Communist infiltrators
Robin Stieff
Hart
Amy
Photographers
Copy Readers
Debbie St. Louis
Chris Heis~nbeg
(often blatently dressed in red suits)
Julie Cross
Scott Colby
Jim Sullivan
Gail Hendrickson
Suzie Haynes
Griffin
Bart
who want you to give your GodPaul Tolme
Hickson
Sue
Howard
Joan
Jon Kinson
Chris Urick
Matt Holland
Sanjay Jain
Ged Olson
given wealth to some poverty
Michele Valway
John W. Hurney
Scott Jones
Lisa Sinatra
Van Der Bosch
Amy
Jameson
Fiona
stricken parasite who is allegedly
.
Tim Leavy
Edltorlal A11l1tant
Ami Walsh
Matt Jasper
Production Assistants
Jen Brainard
more deserving of it. The annual
Karen West
Lisa Karacostas
Daniel McKelvey
Forum Editor
David White
Carrie Keating
Joanne Marino
Peter Katz
slaughter of mill-ions of helpless
Jessica Wilson
Sarah Keith
Staff Cartoonist
Fashion Editor
Sherri L. White
Larry Kelly
young evergreen trees, brutally cut
Lori Norris
Michele Valway
Technical Supervisors
Jon Kinson
Staff Reporter
News Brief Editor
down and draped with all manner
Susan Bowen
Michele Kirschbaum
Ed Garland
· W. Glenn Stevens
Karla Happier
Barbara Koontz
Reporters
Graphic Manager
of tawdry ornaments until the last
Typists
Arthur Lizie
Robert Arsenault
Kristin Lilley
Susan Bowen
Tom Lane
vestiges of coniferous dignity have
Alan Adelman
Graphic Assistants
Christine Head
Cathy Mccarron
Bryan Alexander
Caroline Bates
been suipped from the corpse.
Noreen Cremin
Beth McCarthy '
Michelle Bolduc
Debbie Bellavance
Karla Happier
Suzanne McDuffee
Julie Barker
Vicki Chu
(Because a tree's screams are silent,
McDermott
Jamie
Mellow
J.
Card
Scott
Peter Crocker
Lau'rie Mainella
Jeffrey Miller
many people are actually unaware '
Marc Carroll
Sandy Curlis
Sue Mitchell
Joseph Moreau
Charlene Cloney
Dambach
Joan
of the atrocities they are committing
Lisa Sinatra
Paul J. Murphy
Nancy Craig
Suzanne Fortescue
Lori Stubbs
Terri Ollila
Patricia Crawford
1i4mtim1$llliil0.rd
each December.) And, the -most
insidious of all, the vile perversion
of the musical art that drifts each
My personal motto is ';Avenge
Thyself. Live long enough to be a
burden to your children," which
req~ires your presence.
Gerry Riecks
Parent of one UNH grad
and two undergrads
Alcohol Advising Committee
member
·- ·
Parents Association Board of Directors

I poisonous

Christmas

Volunteer

Write letters
to your
newspaper

The N~,Bampshire

.
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University Forum
Mourning John Lennon
This column was reprinted by permission by the author
from Sunday's Boston Globe.

"John Lennon Shot and Killed by Stranger"
proclaimed the headlines five years ago this week.
But for Mark David Chapman, John Lennon was
no stranger. Although Chapman had never come
within 100 miles of the former Beatie until that
dreary" December, he knew him so well that for
a time he believed he was John Lennon.
Chapman, like Lennon, learned to play the guitar
and married a Japanese woman. At one time, he
had even taoed Lennon's name over his own on
his workplace identification tag.
In a sense, Lennon was killed by the sinister side
of the same force that makes millions still mourn
him: a new sense of intimacy with strangers created
by those modern media that simulate the sights
and sounds of real-life encounters.
It began in the film era, but then performers
were still seen at a distance, larger than life in an
oversize room. Now, a more intimate intimacy is
fostered by the closeness and smallness of the
speakers and screens in our homes and cars.
The more we see and hear them, the more
performers, newscasters, politicians and talkshow
hosts become part of our extended network of
friends. Some of them are there to say "Good
morning" to us, others to say "Good night." They
speak to us as we eat dinner and sing in our ears
as we jog. We see their nervous twitches and the
twinkles in their eyes. We are aware of their colds
and haircuts, their good days and bad days. With
John and Yoko, we even saw them naked.
We become emotionally tied to our media friends

as people, ap<l;rt from our reaction to their artistic
or professional activities. They promote the
relationship by speaking to millions of us at once
as if they were speaking to you or me alone.
It is when a media friend such as Lennon, Elvis,
or John Kennedy dies or is killed that the unusual
nature of the relationship is most evident. Fqr unlike
the loss of a real friend or relative, the mourning
for a media friend is not eased by traditional rituals
~r clear ways to comfort the bereaved. Attempts
to speak to the dead person's family are, after _aH,
intrusions 'by strangers.
In order to banish the demons of grief and
belplessness, thousands of people take to the streets
or hold vigils near the media friend's home or place
~f death. But the pain is paradoxical: it feels personal,
yet it is strengthened by the extent to which it is
shared with the crowd.
Ironically, but appropriately, the media that gave
birth to the relationship also provide the most
ritualized channels of mourning. Radio and
television present specials, retrospectives, and
commentaries. The media friend's "live" image
and voice are played and replayed as if to revive
the dead.
But the final irony is that in some way~, the media
friend does not die. For the only means through
which most people came to know him or her records, films, and audio and videotape - are still
available. The relationship is embalmed rather
than destroyed. Perhaps it is the potential and hopefor increased intimacy that dies, and the neverto-be face-to-face consummation of the relationship
that is most mourned.

Requiem for.a bucko
By Jeffrey Miller
The obstinate crunch with which the
December ground greets my feet tells
me that my time is coming to a close.
The razor winds give me my walking
papers, as they chafe my unweathered
face.
Within the next two weeks, I and
the other 39 San Diego sojourners will
return to the land of Montezuma. As
the day of exodus approaches, I indulge
in the typical ruminations of my stay
here, re-playing the significant scenes.
Indeed, these ruminations are a bit
more typical than social decorum
usually permits. In fact, as column
material, these recollections are more
than a little shopworn. Anything
written with them is bound to come
out sounding like a valedictorian's
speech or a grotesquely bloated personal.
But of course, lack of originality is
no reason not to do something (to quote
the video industry creed), so I'll go for
it. (Look at it this way: You' re already
half way through this. Why quit now?)
Among the things which will give
me fond memories after I go back from
whence I came are such people, places,
experiences and entities as:
•The Union Leader and the UN H
Herald -never has it been so easy to
be a liberal.
•The Water Fight (early September)
and Homecoming-two dopey, collegiate activities that turned out to be

fun.

it's nothing but academic bulimia"),
Dave Morin ("Anybody who does not
know who wrote the Declaration of
Independence does not belong in
America ... Cuba delenda est!") and
Raoul S. Ginzu ("Any dweeb who
doesn't know what the Declaration of
Independence means belongs on the
Herald ... Iss-pay off-ay!").
·
•Eaton House-Dionysius's gift to
the mini-dorms.
•Karl and 'Dan-Dan'-it has truly been
a treat to watch these trailblazers of
FAST food at work. Their culinary
creations have moved me many times.
But as always, there are a few things
about UNH that I won't exactly be
pining for as I lay supine on Black's
Beach:
•Philbrook-home of the legendary
"Alpo taco" and the house specialty"Hot and spicy toejam."
•The UNH bureaucracy-a beast that
could only have been conceived by Franz
Kafka on bad hallucinogens.
•The prevalence and proximity of
-Greeks-in San Diego, they gather all
the Biffs and Muffys and put them in
places where they can't bother anyone
(like student government). Seeing them
roam the streets at will here, was an
initially terrorizing situation.
•The UNH alcohol policy (enough
said).
•Finally, the kid across the hall who
plays Motley Crue and Ratt. If bad taste
were a crime, this guy would be facing
the death penalty.
Well, those are all that come to mind
(or at least all the new Forum editor
needs to fill his page). I know of no
other way to take my leave of this place,
than to wish that all of you come to
a sense of peace and oneness with the
inherent absurdity of human existence.
In addition, may the Cessnas you will
one day own (being the Young U rbans
you are), never be hijacked by ostriches
with Uzis.

•The nice people at The New Hampshire, who permitted me to vent my
journalistic spleen onto the pages of
their otherwise respectable, family
newspaper.
•Being "up to no good" with the bucko
scouts of Richardson House.
•Sacrifices to the Train God----;-a transcendent experience, in which the object
of one's choice merges with the relentless advance of industrial technology.
•The philosophers of UNH-such
existential terrorists as: Dave Levesque
("I like things really weird"), Matt Jeffrey Miller is a columnist for The New
Jasper ('I think I'll drop out of college; Hampshire.

By Joshua Meyrowitz

No analysis of this unreal relationship, however,
can explain it away or weaken its emotional power.
We may never have seen them in the flesh, and
they might never have noticed our deaths, but when
our media friends die young, we are hurt. We worry
about their spouses and children. We_dwell on ways
the tragedy could have been avoided. Sometimes,
we even feel partly responsible, as if we could have
saved or warned them.
I understand the absurdity of the relationship
with media friends, but I have also felt all these
things. It's been five years since John Lennon was
killed - and I still miss him.
Joshua Meyrowitz is an associate professor of communication at the university and the author of the recently
published book "No Sense of Place: The Impact of
Electronic Media on Social Behavior. "

Letters to a columnist
This being my last column of the
semester, I'd like to take the opportunity to thank all of you loyal fans and
friends of mine for the constructive
criticism you've been kind enough to
send me. Whether slid under my door,
scribbled on my message board, stashed
in my mailbox, or heaved through my
window tied to a rock, I truly appreciated and benefitted from all of it.
As a sign of my appreciation I'm
going to reprint some of these sugestions and critical comments and give
my corresponding responses to your
respective opinions. For those whose
letters I've singled out, you know your
initials.
Dear Alan:
I used to like you until I read your
first column. You struck me as the kind
of guy my mom always wanted me to
marry. But now I'm not so sure. And
after reading the s.econd one I wonder
how I ever even liked you in the first
place. Please don't come over anymore
and I'll stop reading your column. I
think it's better that way.
-T.W.
Dear T.W.:
Thems are the breaks, kid. When
involving oneself in the creative process
of writing one can only write what one
feels, not what somebody else wants
you to feel. Otherwise, we would call
that journalism.
Hey Al:
That was some party last night, huh.
But I woke up this afternoon and picked
up The New Hampshire at Philbrook.
I kind of accidentally read your article
over my lunch. All of a sudden around
the third paragraph I felt this nauseousness in the gut of my stomach. Man,
I barely made it to the toilet. Warn me
next time will you.
-J.S.
Dear J.S.:
I know what you're saying. Personally, I get a nosebleed whenever I get
an A on a test. I guess you get sick when
you read quality material. Besides, you
never hold your lunch the day after,
anyway.
Concerning Alan Adelman of The New
Hampshire: ·

By Alan Adelman
Mr. Adelman, I feel the need to
inform you that your column has had
an adverse effect on my twelve year
old son. The other day I caught my little
Freddy undressed, trying to sneak
through our neighbor's fence. He told
me it was okay, he'd read about it in
The New Hampshire;your column to
be specific. The very next week he came
home with a C- and proceeded to
explain to me that grades are of no
importance. Once again he cited your
column as the reason. I would very
much appreciate it, if you would try
to be a responsibe writer and keep in
mind the young children you are
affecting with your irrational contributions to this otherwise fine paper.
-Sincerely, a concerned parent
Dear Concerned:
I'm genuinely sorry if I've had an
adverse effect on your otherwise fine
son. I do realize that I have a responsibility to my readers, especially the
young and easily influenced ones. But
your mailman has the responsibility
to deliver your mail on time through
sleet and snow. Do you write him a
letter on the rare occasions that he
doesn't?
To you know who:
.
Your writing is getting very close
to being halfway decent and maybe even
competent. But close only counts in
horseshoes, hand grenades, and skunk
juice. I shouldn't have to tell you where
you stand, but I will. Whenever I read
your nonsensical tidbits I get a bad taste
in my mouth. Sort of like when I eat
beets or something.
-No name
Dear Nameless:
Coming from someone whose been
sprayed by a skunk and actually admits
to eating beets, I'll take your opinion
as a compliment. And you can look it
up, skunks aren't stupid. They know
an oblivious target when they see one.
Thank you all and I wish you a merry
tr~tbook-less month.
Alan Adelman is a columnist for The New
Hampshire.
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THE HUMAN ADVENTURE BEGINS TO-NIGHT...

'

)

CHANNEL 55 IN THE MUB
PRESENTS
·T lfB

·

MOVIE
· FEATURING
SOME'tftOE IM:TH( DAAK~ REACHES Of THE UMV~
A DAfTl( IS AoouT TO ~GIN. FOP. 50ME IT Will IE• • FIMT MISSION.
. FOP. OTHW IT Will DE ntE ~.
:J

(~-
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.
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ENTER
THE FINAL FRONTIER TONIGHT
TUESDAY, 12/10, AT 6:00 PM
IN THE SEACOAST LOUNGE .
and in the MUB PUB
.

llmd1115TARTlll<~byOOE_ ~·---nf~byHNM_l~NUT · ~~~
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LIVE LONG AND PROSPER ... AND HAVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS!!
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Arts 8t Features
Roessler at UNH: an overdue achievem ent
aura of pastel shadows is added and fix tu res designs for the
By Jessica Wilson
Currently on display on the with crayon. Close examination · famed Tiffanies when only in
top floor of the University of the area below the child his teens. When in 1919 he
Gallery are the works of Her- reveals a tiny host of angels, moved to the farm, where there
man Roessler, an artist who almost obscured by darkness. was no electricity, he made
spent most of his life as a hermit Many of Roessler's works have elaborate candleholders out of
in China, Maine. He did not faces and figures discreetly coathooks. These can be seen
allow his work to be exhibited peering from unexpected places. at the gallery. Also on display
One of the most interesting are two ornate candle shades,
until after his death in 1955.
Roessler worked with the and elaborate works on display decorated with a vaguely Egypmost basic art supplies available is "Vision of Two Worlds," tian black and gold design,
to him on a subsistance income which demonstrates the rich- which he made out.of tin cans.
John Hatch, a retired UNH
at his farm. With pens, inks, ness and detail that can be
child's crayons and tin cans he achieved with pen alone. The professor, used to vacation in
created a sophisticated art with picture depicts a Joker holding China, Maine, and it is he who
two globes, each filled with brought Roessler's work to
universal meaning.
The exhibit is titled "Herman figues that change and flow into · public attention.
"We had this friendship goRoessler: A Visionary" because one another, illustrating
much of his work is based on Roessler's own prophetic sym- ing. I tried to get him to exhibit,
·
but Maryanna and I are the only
the nativity of Christ and other bolism.
Although pen was Roessler' s ones who saw his work. He said
religious subjects. The theme
of Christ in the manger with primary medium, his inks and it wasn't good enough. Then at
shepherds, trees and the ruins watercolors show he enjoyed the end, when he was dying of
of a village in the background sensous color, as in his florals cancer, he said they'd be ready,"
are Roessler' s experiments with "Tulips on Red Table" and Hatch said.
shadow, color and perspective, "Bowl of Flowers." He often -- "A n~atly wrapped portfolio
pushing his art further with lets images fall into obscure was found set apart from the
pools of color or shadow, giving cluttered contents of the house,"
each rendition.
"Adoration in a Grove of them a mystical quality, as seen wrote Maryann Hatch, John's
Trees" is a prime example of in the deep purples and mauves wife. Since then, Roessler's art
Roessler's work. Drawn with of "Rest of the Flight into has been displayed at the Boston
.
Museum of Fine Arts, which
countless straight pen lines, the Egypt."
Roessler
was
born
in New filled six galleries with his work
picture centers on the Christ
child in a manger, surrounded York City, and was in charge at their Christmas Exhibition
by angels with heads bent. An of the drafting unit for metal in 1957.

Herman Roessler's "Portrait of a Woman" (courtesy MFA)

In the Orchard: Pratt's pastoral poetry
By Gail Hendrickson
Charles Pratt's collection of
poems entitled In The Orchard
is, as he states in the author's
notes, · "good for the blood
pressure."
Many of the poems from the
first section of the collection,
entitled "Greed and Grace in
the Orchard," are reflections
and observations of life on a
small apple orchard in the not

too distant rural setting of
Brentwood, N.H. These poems
have special meaning to me
since I spent numerous days
during my high school years
working on the very same
orchard and admiring the simple beauty of the landscape.
Pratt writes of all aspects of
life on the farm, from the
painstaking task of lighting a
fire in the poem "Heating with

Charles Pratt's collection of poetry; "In the Orchard." (Guy
Brooksbank photo)

Wood" to -contemplating the
degree of control one has over
his environment as in the poem,
"Spray of Pray."
Conflicting emotions are
often found in Pratt's poems.
He can be both concerned and
ambivalent towards his unadulterated world. In the poem
"Answering the Question," his
world becomes one of "antisocial insecurity" and "dirtcrammed fingernails and a stiff
back." But regardless, his dissatisfaction with an environment "no longer friendly, not
worth holding on to" outdoes
the aches and pains. Despite the
psychological battles the author
wages with himself, he always
comes back to the land and his
orchard.
A number of Pratt's poems
expound upon life in New
England reminiscent of Robert
Frost. (It is as if he has summed
up the life of a native New
Englander in eight poems).
"Tracks" tells of two xcountry skiers who happen to
come upon a gravesight while
"trailing an earlier skiier
through the pi_nes."
Even though life on the farm
and man's connections with his
environment are central themes
found in Pratt's work, he
stretches his imagination a bit
further in "Relativity," the
second half of this collection.
This section is quirky, bouncing back and forth between very
different themes. We go from
reading a fable to an indulgence
of brass rubbings. Likewise, one
poem will be a personal reflection of turning thirty-five while
the next page will be a light
hearted little poem about being
infested with ants. The changes
are refreshing and exciting.

The light-heartedness and
playful manner found in the
poem "The Poet Attempts to
Console His Wife, Who Has Just
Put His Wallet through the
Washing Machine" gives us
such a glimpse into Mr. Pratt's
humor. It is written in much the
same vein as a Shake~pearian Pete Townshend
sonriet, the first line being,
"Don't cry, my love; only my White City-a novel
abstracts lost." And as the poem Atco Records
continues, we are grateful to
know how "Love can survive By Jon Ekstrom
a shattered casserole,'.' and
After close to two decades of
"Outlast the water flooding
steering the Who through the
from a bath." And, of course, carnage
of what probably were
the poem ends on a cheery note, Rock and Roll's most
turbulent
as the wife is consoled for her times,
a couple of alcohol and
blunders: " ... and so we kissed."
heroin addictions and weathering
the deaths of Who
Love becomes an important
drummer
Keith Moon in '78 and
theme in much of this later
11
fans
at
a Cincinnati concert
collection. And it is nowhere
in
'79,
Townshend
deserves a
better exemplified than in
medal.
Pratt's poems to his children.
I imagine the medal would
The works are as individual as
read
something like, "Middlethe children themselves and
aged
rock rpusiCian who has
reveal an honesty and sensitivity
most
managed
of what it's like to be a father integrity in the tofacemaintain his
of popular
and a friend to your children.
music's
burgeoning
excesses
and
They're highly moving.
an excessively _l~ge nose.·.· .
Pratt's poems are quite acIn an old Rolling Stone· incessible to the reader, not only terview, Pete Townshend once
in content but in form. The said, "I got a lot of criticism from
language is colloquial, his im- the kids on my street about the
ages are clear, and the lines are size of my great big nose and
clean and direct. The poems are ·I saw: music as my way of
as hearty as New Englanders.
overcoming this physical unattractiveness, just throwing
Even. the drawings of the it all back in their faces and
saying, 'Ha, just looks at me you
apple trees and farm land interspersed throughout the col- bloody wankers! I've got a nose
lection are drawn by a New like a bloody elephant and I've
Englander-in fact, a member of Rot dozens of birds all over me!'
the faculty in the Art Depart-·
Pete's nose is just as big, but .
ment at .UNH, Arthur Balderhe's
married now and lately he's
acchi. This collection of poetry
is full of surprises-and well achieved a certain austerity and
worth a read.
PETE, page 20
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Rock y IV: hope fully down for the coun t
Rocky IV
By Dan Bustard and
Bob Arsenault
Once every ten or so years a
movie refreshingly new and
insightful comes along and
wows the American audiences.
Rocky IV fell so flat on its face
as both a movie and a message
that we left wishing Drago had
knocked that lop-sided sneer
.- .
off Stallone's face.
Instead of staying with in his
territorial limits of Ramboe sq ue violence and gutwrenching drama motif, Stallone felt he had to move on to
greater issues - take nuclear war
and U.S./Soviet relations. It
quickly becomes all too clear that
this type of socio-political commentary is more than Stallone's
sequel-numbed mind can fathom. This movie is about as
believable as a green Christmas
in Northern Maine.
Drago, alias Dolph Lundgren
(incidentally, Grace Jones'
beau), is 6'6" and 261 lbs, while
Stallone weighs about 200 lbs
and appears in the ring as
though he's fighting in a trench.
Not only are we supposed
to believe that Drago hits three
times harder than the average
heavyweight- 2145 pounds per
square inch-but we are also
asked to believe that Rocky can
take this for fifteen rounds of
the most c~mi_~al fight you'll

ever see. Stallone makes a
mockery of boxing by actually
planning to go out and stupidly
get pulverized by Drago instead
of trying to dodge the blows.
For a quick comparison which
makes Stallone seem all the
more godlike, we move on to
Apollo Creed. Creed takes up
the Soviet's challenge .and is
promptly killed by about five
punches to his obviously empty
noggin. None of this evokes
much sympathy as the movie
made Creed seems so stuck up
and vain that he deserved to die,
which makes Stallone's screen
play all the more ludicrous and
self-glorifying.
There was one bright spot in
the death of Creed however, and
that was the performanace put.
on by James Brown. His song
had more action, dancing and
charisma than the whole movie.
Anyway, Rocky must avenge
the death of his friend (ho hum).
Enter the word tacky. Rocky .
agrees to fight Drago in Moscow
on Christmas for absolutely no
money. What the heck, he is
getting plenty of money off his
adoring box office fans every
time Drago bashes him in the
face.

Everyone's favorite meathead,
photo)
superpower conflict and cheap
moralizing after the fight had
us heaving at the door as we left.
Nonetheless, we have to
admit that Rocky IV was entertaining if you are another dullAs a final barb for this pitiful . witted, muscle-adoring, sneerflick, Stallone should keep his lo_ving and shallow_ii:idividual.
greedy nose out of politics,
something he has neither the
experience or the I.Q. to think
about. His glossing over of the

------- ---PE TE--- ------(continued from page 19)
good-willed humanitarianis m; er Daltry has proceeded to use
not that great a feat for Rock's u~
.
.
·most eloquent spokesperson.
"It"s time to live," croons
What with the help he's given · Townshend in Brilliant Blues,"
to drug and alcohol rehabilita- celebration of time while we stilI
tion groups and such contribu- · have it. "The billiant blues/ Will
tions as his work on the anti- never flow this way ag_ain( The
apartheid album, Sun City, colour of the river is grey/ The
Townshend has toughened up brillian blues/ Have faded into
a bit.
sadness and pain,/ and now is
Hopefolly however, it's ge- the time to say... .it's time."
nuine social concern and not the
For Townshend, the time in ·
"we're rats in a sewer: system
unquestionably now as White
world" synicism of many a City is among the most genuine
erstwhlie rock hero that per- and endearing piece of work he .
meates White City. No stranger has produced.
to relevant social/political comSide one continues with the
mentary (i.e. the Who's concep- album's single, Face the Face,"
tual masterpiece, Quadrophe- a high-spirited 2/4 romp into
nia . ), White City reverberates the very face of conformatism.
with the tense urban violence This song, and "Secondhand
surrounding southwest Lon- Love" harken back to Towndon's White City Estates; a cosy shend's R&B roots; Mose Alresevoir of displaced, dis- lison's "Baby Don't You Do It"
gruntled and disaffected human- and the classic Guess Who tune
.
.
itv.
respectively.
There is a quality to this
Side two continues with the
album that is typically Town- upbeat, "Crashing by Design,"
shend, most probably its sophisthat recalls the upbeat
tication. From Chris Thomas' a number
last solo
Townshend's
of
pop
crystaline production straight
Cowboys
best
the
All
effort,
throu2h to Townshend's verse.
have Chinese Eyes. It is nice to
. 'The "novel" suffix following find that White City avoids
the album's title stems from a Pete's personal indulgences
video, directed by Richard Lo- onCowbovs.
wenstien, called White City. The
I like Pete Townshend bevideo itself is based on music
he's been through the rock
cause
from the album.
of indulgence and
syndrome
star
The album opens with "Give ·
of degeneramount
certain
a
· Blood," an anthem expressing
it all with
of
out
coming
ation,
the futility of fighting for
slightly frayed
only
edges
his
prideful caµses.
and his perceptions sharper
From the outset, Town- than ever.
shend's crack band makes its
presence known. There is tre. For those persons raised on
-mendous rllythm work through-- "My Generation," it must be a
out this album courtesy of comfort to know that every few
bassist and drummer. Tony years Pete Townshend will
Butler and Mark Brzezicki from return with a continuing chronBig Country; a group which icle on the joys and sorrows of
Townshend discovered and Rog- gracefully turning grey.

Sylvester··stall one battles it out (again) in Rocky IV. (MGA
There were plenty ot these type~ sorry, that Adrian, Rocky's wife,
looked like she was on the verge
__
-·
jn th~ater.
Wherever the movie wasn't of tears at all times, just like in
all the others, which show~ hoV{_
~ rehash of old Rocky clips, it
had some redeeming qualities. . much of a cheap takeoff this
The training sequences were movie really is. Stallone must
really be punchdrunk to have
Prrticularly original.
However. this movie was so had the gall to make this.

Chri stma s discs : vinyl pick s
By Ric Dube
and An Lizie
Can I help you sir?
You say you've a lot of gifts
to buy during the season of the
fat man anel you're a bit low on
cash?
Yeah, we've all got money
problems although by your
apearance your problems seem
worse than most. But hey, no
matter, have I got some vicious
vinyl for your venerable victrola.

If you;ve got a 12-year-old
brother (or a brother with a 12year-old mentality) who eats ·
bats, flicks his Bic at the table
when Mom brings out the
desert, and believes with a
passion that chains are no
longer just for bicycles, then the
new Iron Maiden Live After
Dark is for him. The record
featues all of the band's biggest
chartbusters recorded live, and
features more than 100 minutes
o( music.
Hey, who's the guy with the
"do?" "What's his name? Myron
Smash? Cool, cool. That's a
really neat trenchcoat he's got
there. And the boots? Hey, too
unique for my blood. Look, I
know what you ought to get him.
The new Echo & The Bunnymen
album is called Songs to Learn
and Sing. It's a hip collection
of their greatest smash hits in
England, and features two songs
that have never before been
available in Ameria. Hell, spring
for the British import and you'll
be able to give your friend a
snazzy little bonus single and
a book that comes with it. Art,
watch this. Hey! Hey Myron,
you're alright guy! Rock and
Roll forever, you know it! Art,
help our friend.

What? You;ve never heard meaning ot Christmas). Movies,
of U2? (Sound of body hitting videos, and records, where will
the floor). No, no smelling salts, her perky little frame lead her
I'll be alright. Lord, lift up my next? When will this madness
body and let my soul weep for end? She's kept both 13-yearI feel the pain of he who hath _olds and their Dads happy this
year, the former with the release
not heard U2.
of her second LP, Like a Virgin.
It's high time for you to pick There are so many popular
up a present for yourself; so singles from this album, that
what if the cat doesn't get any if you wanted to stick one in each
catnip this year. Anything from oriface of your body, you'd have
their sparkling array of albums- records left over. You can't go
,Boy, October, War, The Unfor- wron,g.
gettable Fire, or EPs, "Under
a Blood Red Sky," Wide Awake
Hey Ric, now he wants somein America" make for fine thing for a dentist. Sir, what can
listening pleasure.
you tell us about him? We don't
many people looking for
get
your
What are you getting out
specifically for a dentist.
gifts
money now for? You've got to
your Uncle? He enjoys
He's
buy for everyone!! Nice wallet.
"romantic evenings,"
Perrier,
Hey, who's that? May I? She
Theater, Subarus,
Masterpiece
sure is pretty. The little woman?
in his office. He
music
the
and
10h, I see, not yet, eh? (Nudge,
to the wild beat in
grooves
to
going
nudge). What are ·you
get her? Don't know? Let me elevators.
look at her picture again.
Well there's only one person
Hmmm. Art, what do you
can help you now-George
who
think? Jane?
Winston, Windham Hill Pianist. That's the best thing about
Yeah, definite Jane case.
Okay guy, I think the Jane George, it doesn't matter which
Fonda Workout would be per- album you buy, they all sound
fect here. She'll look 10 years exactly the same. Makes the
younger in no time, she'll feel choice a lot easier. Just one more
better too, and she'll love you way that we aim to please. Ric?
for it.
thanks Art. You' re absolutely
right, Sir. Mom is the hardest
So your snotty little gum- person to buy for. Look, why not
chewing sister with the funny prey on her natural attraction
haircut and lace is finally grow- to middle-aged, medi-hyped
ing tired of your old Osmond crooners like Julio Iglesias? The
Bros. and Bee Gees albums? No songs on his latest delight ought
problem baby, have I got a deal to swoom her into a teenybopper tizzy; Julio can rock out
for you.
with the best of them. You got
it? Fantastic.
There's a new sensation that's
sweeping the nation, and her
Now then, will that be all?
name's MADONNA (not to be Right, catch you on the flip side,
confu~ed with _part of the true and hey, Merry Christmas.
llf.
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Ski
Mount Snow, Vermont
for $15 per day. ·
~
SPECIAL~
BREAKFAST
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ca=FEE- JUICE
MUFFIN -

get you off on the right track.
Served daily from
7:00-1 0:30 am

~

Jay Robinson
John Sixsmith
Eric Stromswold

_..,
This combination is bound to - ~

Purchase a MOUNT SNOW 6- PAC for $90 and ,,
enjoy six days of big·' mountain Vermont skiing on any
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday (non-holiday)
throughout the ·1985-86 ski season.
Why conquer hills when you can challenge a
mountc'iitl? Located in easy to reach southern
Vermont, Mount
Snow boasts 12
lifts (a summit go~
dola, 5 triple chairs, 6' ·
double chairs), 57 trails,
1700 vertical feet and
80% snowmaking.
Purchase a 6-PAC at
the Season Pass_~;
Office with a valid
. college picture 1.0. The
6-PAC is non-transferable.
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'1lount enow
VERMONT

For more
Mount Snow Ski Resort
information call
Mou~tSnow,Vermont05356
(802)464-8501.
For the latest ski
report call (802)464-2151.
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cassette tape played on the 246-bell
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Henderson Memorial Carillon
$7 at Houghton's Hardware or Town and ~ampus
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NOW FROM -'ENGLAND •••

The remarkable
female contraceptive

"Th

. m"

Plan Now
... to Attend

....
.
UNH Summer Session
'

..

•
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(look for details in Feb. 11 issue)

®

Vaginal Contraceptive Film
has positions open for:

•Available in England for more than 10 years.
• Tried and tested among hundreds of thousands
of women.
• N_one of the mess and bother of foams, jellies and
diaphragms, the loss sensitivity of condoms.
• Contains one of the safest, most
effective non-hormonal spermicides
available without prescription.
• One of the easiest, most discreet, effective vaginal contraceptives available!

SAVE s1.oo •1

Pick up application s today in Room 108 in the
MUB

! No experience necessary!

on VCF Vaginal Contraceptive Film

s1

MR RETAILER: w_e _will redeem th!s coupon for $1.00 plus 8¢ for handling when submitted as
part payment providing te~s of this offer have been complied with by you and the consumer for
one packaQe of VCF Vaginal Contracept1ye Film. Any other use specifies fraud. Any sales tax
must be paid by consumer. Invoices showing purchase of sufficient stock to cover coupons must
be shown on request. Coupons may not be assigned or transferred by you. Cash value 1120 of
one cent. For_payment. ~ail to Apothecus Inc.. P.O. Box 225, Great Neck, NY 11022. Void where
taxed, proh1b1ted or restricted by law. Offer expires Marcil 31, 1986.

$

STORE COUPON
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Printing

(603) 431-8319
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Reasonable Prites

(continued from page 2)

"Smashing" Dresses!
T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS
& TOTES

A physicist most often confronts problems which can be modeled
or represented pictorially. Almost any problem you meet in physics
can be described with a diagram which is a substantial aid in solving
the problem.

3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOl)TH. -NH 03801

PHOTOSMITH
~ THE QUALITY ST AND ARD FOR NEW

featured in the calendar."
Then Downey sought out the
men. He introduced himself and
explained his project. "Some
guys thought it was a joke," he
said. "Some responses were just
strange looks." ·

TASk Tip of the Day
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willingness to be phot~graphed.
The men
i ·
_
§ ~ere n~.t judg~d on their intel5 hgence, he said.
ENGLAND
!
·
·
-I "We wanted a diverse group
868-1000
!
of twelve models," he said. "We
48 Main St. Durham
did no.t want all jocks be~ause
•. Same Day Color Print Film Processing
Finished After 5:00 PM
§
. ·
·
then 1t would be a cliquey
•Original Rolls in by 10:30 AM .
§: Future chic!
§
calendar."
WE WANT YOU TO BE HAPPY with all your PHOTOSMi'TH photos. If for
§
One glance at the new 'Elite™ 150 and
"The University Men of NH
any reason you are noL. Please say so. We will either remake them to your
a_
calendar has the collegiate look,"
you'll know what "style" is all about. That
satisfaction or cheerfully refund your money.
!e dazzling outside is energized by a new, more
he said. "It's not like a Chip---------------------~-----with this coupon
=' powerfuJ engine inside, so you can share the
~ pendales calendar."
.. FREE EXTRA SET OF PRINTS
§ excitement With a friend.* And push-button
5 They had sixteen models and
§
5· with the help of four panelists,
Receive a second set of color prints FREE with every roll of 110, 126,
! starting and no shifting make it easy to get
5, two men and two women, they
35mm, Disc Color Print Film Processed. Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon
;
to the action.
§
narrowed it down to twelve, said
One Coupon l'er Order. Expires 12/31/85
~.
The Elite 150. It'll look great in
§ Downey who is also featured
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers.
·
5 in the calendar.
!
The model's photographs are
- - ·- ------- --· OR ·-~-~----~--§
in
black and white; this is more
with this coupon
§ fashionable and more mascu5·line, he said.
-.
$2.00 OFF
5 The models were not paid,
'PHOTOSMITH LAB DEVELOPING AND PRINTfNG,
§according to Downey.
Offer valid on sizes 135, 110, 126 and Disc Kodacolor or Compatible
§ Some of the models include
Color Print Film
5 Dave Dejagger, Robert Dodge,
Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon. One Coupon Per Order
§SlaterCrosby,MikeDuval,Mike
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers
Marchard and Nate Maness,
Offer Expires 12/31/85
-§
who is on the cover of the
-------------~------------§calendar.
236Centra1Avenue,Dover
5! According to Downey, the
Weeks Plaza/Weeks Traffic Circle, Dover
ev~t_Wl
calendar will be available by mail
High Street, Hampton
·!_ .
_!!order and may be sold in Dur-,
48 Main Street, Durham
h
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Never undersold
N
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742-9555
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MIXOLOGY COURSE

·S ui.ts.
h
.
.
. Wtt
Style

BECOME A BARTENDER
DURING. MID-YEAR BREAK
F~

A GCXD PAYNG

PART-Tl~~

VACATIO'J JCB

LEARN'i\H2Q
BARTENDING
EARN EXTRA INCOME

!f•nnnnn11n111111n11n111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n1 11n11nn11111•

! JAN. 6-10: 40 HR. COURSE
LI MIT ED CLASS SIZE -- El~ROLL EARLY

i

('~'omen's

Holiday Season ·Specials
I

Colorful Polyester Silk & Cotton
BIOuses-starting at $38.00
j,) - LJ.~
10% off with this ad

If

'

--

Women's 100% Wool lined slacks-sugg. retail $70.00
OUR PRICE $59.95

GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL. IT'S
EASY AND FUN OUR WAY
i

i

Celebrate the Holidays in Style
with a ne_w suit for you orfllf4:)'
·.
/,.that special someone from

SPECIAL
PREPARE

a
a

~
§
§

10% off with this ad

Men's Geno Ostro European Tailored Shirts $19.50
Men's 100% Worsted Wool Slacks sugg. retail $50.00
OUR
LOW
PRICE $32.95
.

~\.}S

\>

suits, sport jackets, blazers, skirts, ties, and much,
much more!
(all alterations included in price)

D111111i111111111111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111u111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

CALL

MASTER
BARTENDER SCHOOL

TODAY

'84 MAHSIREEI
f£WMARKET, f£W HAMPSHIRE 03857
TB... 659-3718 '

OR WRITE
F~

FREE BRCXl-llE

Recommended only for people age 2 I or over.

Fredj's European Tailor Shop
Tailoring & Alterations Service
-zippers, hems, linings, etc.
-Fast Professional Service.
-Fredj can mend anything!

HOLIDAY SHOPPING H

Mon-:..w~

9am-6pm_

'

Thurs-Fri
9am-9pm

Sarurday
a9:30am-6pm

/ Masonic Bid., 332 CentraLAve., Dover, NH 749-:0486 on Kari-Van route.
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Fare Free CfuiSttrtas Sftopping
Coast Kari-Van will help
you get all of your Christmas
shopping done while saving
you time and money! Avoid all
the holiday traffic and
parking woes: Take a Coast
Kari· Van and spend some
time with .your family and
friends before · taking on the
crowds . Coast Kari-Van
will get you there fare-free:
on time, relaxed and ready to
go! Fare-free transportatio n
. is open to all students. faculty
and staff with a valid ID. Clip
For information. call 862-1931.
the schedules below for hand~
reference.
Coast Kari-Van schedules from UNH to the Fox Run and Newington
Malls on weekdays, Saturdays, and Sundays are listed below:
AM

•

8:45

Leave UNH
Arrive Fox Run I
Newington Malls
Leave Fox Run I
Newington Malls
for UNH

Weekdays
PM

PM

1215

2:45

12:32

9:02
9:48

118.

•

PM

PM

PM

PM*

4:45

630

8:45

11 05

3 :02

5:02

6:47

902

11:22

3:48

5:48

7 33

932

11 :22

for one on one peer counseling anytime
from 6 p.m. to midnight at

Basem ent Schofield House
across from Stoke Hall
or call
862-22 93
· 1-800- 582-73 41
Anywh ere in NH

•Runs Dec 9 - Dec. 22

Leave UNH
Arrive Fox Run I
Newington Malls
Leave Fox Run I
Newington Malls
for UNH

•

Saturdays

AM

AM

PM

PM

PM

PM

PM

PM

8:45.

10::30

1215

2:00

3:45

5:30

7 15

915

11 :00

9:02

10:47

12:32

2:17

4:02

5:47

7:32

9:32

11: 17

9:48

11:33

1: 18

3:03

4:48

6:33

8:18

9:32

12:03

•Sundays
Leave UNH
Arrive Fox Run I
Newington Malls
Leave Fox Run I
Newington ·Mall
for UNH

•

AM

•PM

AM

AM

PM

PM

PM

PM

PM

9:45

11:30

1:15

3 :15 ·5:30

7:15

9:15

11:00

10:02

11:47

1:32

3:32

5:47

7:32

9 :32

11 :17

10:48

12:23

2:18

4:18

6:33

8 :18

10:18 12:03

t---------We~--------~
-----We~------

..

...

E R

COLLEGE .
LOANS _

REPAID.

If you have a National
Direct Student Loan or a
Guaranteed Student Loan made
after Octob~r 1, 1975. and it's
not in default, you can get it paid
off at the rate of 153 per year
or $500, whichever is greater, if
you qualify.
How?Where?
In the Army Reserve.
Serving one weekend a month
(usually) plus two weeks annual
training and earning over $1,225
a year to start.
Good part-time training
plus getting that loan paid off.
749-0441
Call us:

T

IS

THE WORLD
YOUR

Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea,

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,
Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages sail
in January and September offering 12-15 transferable
hours of credit from more than 50 voyage-related
courses.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passenger Americanbuil t ocean liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea
admits students without regard to color, race or creed.
For details call toll-free

(800) 854-01 95

•A
L
CONNECTION.
Concord Trailways will take you right to your
terminal from Durham, and pick you up when you
return. No reservations are necessary.

urham to Logan

Logan to Durham

Arrive
Logan

Leave
Logan

Arrive
Durham

7:40AM

9:30AM

8:15AM

10:30AM

9:40AM

11:30AM

12:15 PM

2:30 PM

11:40AM

1:30 PM

4:00 PM

6:30 PM

1:40 PM

3:30 PM

6:15 PM

8:30PM

3:40 PM

5:30PM

Leave
Durham

or write:

5 Locust St., Dover

ARMY RESERVE.

BEALLYOU CAN BE~

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburgh , 2E Fbrbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh , PA 15260
Special Presentatio n and Information Session!
Tuesday, December 10
7:00pm
Smith Hall Lounge

Durham N.H.
Young's Restaurant, 48 Main Street

(603) 868-268 8
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MICS

--UAC-(continued from page 3)

GARFIELD

By JIM DAVIS

••

By GARRY TRUDEAU ·

DOONESBURY
LIKE IT? MOM,
MY IA/Ha& LIFE
I'VE IAIANTEO 70
l/VC IN MANHATTAN.' OF <»UR5e
I LIKE IT/
I

IA/Cll)T'$ AREAL
RJNKY MIX. !T's
·
l
GOT EJ(JTH Nf3/.IJ
IA/HATS P&OPl.E ANO
YOUR
Pf30Plt IA/HO

BUllOl~G r<e=Ust7D VA. LIKE'\.

I

CATE.

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;1;;, THE GUY AC/<055 TH/3
HAU:S A f)Rl.J3 [)£;.4LER.
I 57ECR a.EAR, 81./T YOU
/<NOW MIKE -He's ALIA/AYS
fJ&TERMINW 70 8RJN6 Olff
THE 8ESf IN PEOPLE.!

not sure if they booked before
or after the trustees because the
Center does not keep a record
of the dates that bookings are
made.
"These people (the trustees)
are no better than we are," said
Chairman of the Organization
Committee ai-i-d UAC resident,
Scott Colby. "They have no right
to do this.!'
Savage was unavailable ,for
comment.
Parsons said the trustees did
rent the Berkshire Room after
demanding the cancellation of
the student party.
"You want to keep good PR
for the university," Parsons said,
adding that the trustees are "an
important group of people."
"Granted the University
Apartment Complex is important too," she added.
Colby accused the Center of
mismanaging their bookings.
"I think for everybody concerned it worked out for the
best," Parsons said.
Several students at the UAC
disagreed, and criticized the
cancellation at a meeting last
night.

Need Money
for the
Holidays?

\

Sell me your used
ROCK LP's and cassettes
Must be in good condition
Fair prices paid in cash .
Call John Bussell
Exeter 778-1869

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY
NO Xff(X)L fOf?. M€
{()CJllY, /?11//'. I 11M

SO lt1(JCH f()R
1Ht OL 1 IJ(}O&/~
W(J{)G/€ 8lt/€8 f?(/6€

ILL ... NAY,

SP/f<.fT(JAU.Y

--1

q

WOVN/J€.l1.

BREAKFAST :

I

I

Is

SPECIAL!
AT THE
U\JH DAIRY BAR
in the train station

I
I
I

II
I

1-~-----------J

By JEFF MacNELLY

SHOE

Rx for Warm Feet!
HE'~

OUR BIGGEST CUSTOME~ .
••

f
I

RED 'S jSHOE
BARN
·If

On Kari-Van route

-

- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - -

Broadway

M-F
Sat.
9:30-9 9-5:30

Sun.

12-5

Dover
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bring your books to:

·Barnes & Noble
BOOKSTORE
Hewitt Hall
Just a reminder ... Next semester, all
your textbooks and school supplies
will be at the Barnes & Noble Bookstore
in Hewitt Hall.
Have a joyous and safe holiday!
.

-..-
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Skiwear '86
by Leigh Hope

Men's down jacket in grey and royal blue by
Powde rhorn. Black stretch ski pants by Skyer.
Blue wool sweate r by Meiste r and white turtlen eck
by Skyer.
Woma n's down jacket in plum and royal blue
by Powde rhorn. Blue stretch pants by 1st Down.
Rose colored wool sweate r by Meiste r and white
turtlen eck by Skyer.

Woma n's thinsul ate jacket in blue, green, and
·
pink by Skyer.
Men's _thinsul ate jacket in red, white, and blue
. also by Skyer.

What's hot for skiwea r this season ? Plenty .
The long ago look of the long jacket and baggy
pants has evolved into a new sleeker look that's
.
both practical and attractive.
·
choose
to
had
you
ly,
recent
very
Up until
warm.
being
or
great
g
lookin
either
en
betwe
Those who opted for warmt h piled layers and
layers of clothin g on their bodies, making them
look rather rotund , and restric ting their movement. Howev er, those who chose to look great
ended up freezin g, due to lack of materi al bulk
,
to keep the cold out and the warmt h in.
Well, hooray for goose down and thinsul ate.
Becau se of down, which is very light, and
thinsu late, which is very compa ct, a skier now
has inceased freedom of movem ent because s/he
doesn' t need to wear nearly as many layers to
keep warm.
So which is better, goose down or thinsul ate?
The_ consum er must decide which he prefer s,
and it's all a matter of opinion.
Accord ing to the Army Corps of Engine ers,
an inch of thinsul ate is twice as warm as in inch
of down. With the additio n of gore tex and storm
shed, (a materi al combi nation of polyes ter. and
cotton) , as a shell around the thinsul ate, you have
a produc t that is waterp oof, wind resista nt, and
warm to tempe ratures of 20 below zero. Thinsula te is also less expen sive than goose down
because it's a man made product.
But there's a catch. Althoy gh thinsul ate is twice
as warm as down, it can't be bulked up in a jacket
the way down can be. So down ends up being
the warme r produc t because there simply is more .
of it in the jacket. A goose down jacket with a
gore tex or storm shed outer shell is good to
temper atures of 40 degrees below zero, and more.
It's up to the consum er to decide how much
money to spend, if he wants a thinne r, sleeker
jack et (that won't be as warm) , or a bulkie r
(altho ugh not heavie r) jacket that provid es
optimu m warmth .
Brian Putnam , manag er of. Putnam 's Ski Shop
in Hampt on, says that thinsul ate is more popula r
because of the price, and it provid es a bit better
mobility, but the goose down jackets are the choice
. of ski patrolm en and instruc tors, because ·of the
extra provid ed warmth .
Ski pants are also being made with thinsulate.
They last longer than the traditio nal nylon/ wool
stretch pant because they don't tend to snag as
easily. Howev er, the stretch pant provid es greater
mobili ty, and therefo re is usually the choice of
racers and other serious skiers. Thinsu late ski
pants made with storm shed or gore tex provid e
greate r warmt h in wet weath er (s.tetch pants
tend to absorb water) becaus e the gore tex and
storm shed o~ the thinsul ate pants is water proof.
In norma l dry condit ions the stretch pants are
equally as warm.
Gloves and mitten s are also being made with
both down and thinsu late. Mitten s are your
warme st option , but gloves continu e to be made
warme r and warme r, especi ally this year with
the addition of thinsulate.
The advantages to being a 1980's skier? Lighte r
weight more· fashion able appare l that provid es
freedom of movem ent, warmt h, and better looks.
Colors are bright er and jacket s shorte r. The
clothin g is more reveal ing and attract ive, yet
still warm. After all these years of freezin g, it
seems impossible to believe that a skier can look
good and be warm at the same time.
.
Photog raphy by Chris Drew
models
Dodge
Robert
and
er
Mortim
Wendi
clothin g courtesy of Putnam 's Ski Shop
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NEARLY-NEW SNOW TIRES Two dunlop
155R13 radial snow tires, unmounted,
hardly used. $50 for both. Allison 862-3182
days, 431-0793 eves.

Apartments for Rent
House for rent 4 bedrooms. furnished,.
available 2nd sem. Jan. to June easy driving
distance to Durham $800/mo. after 5:00
463-7250

FOR SALE: QUEEN SIZE SLEEPER SOFA
BEIGE WI EARTH TONE PLAID. EXCELLENT CONDITION ASKING $375.00
(PRICE NEGOTIABLE). CALL AFTER 6:00
p.m. M-S. ANYTIME TUES. MORNING 'TILL
NOON, THURS & FRI. 659-6893.

Room for rent in Dover, $175./mo. plus
heat and e lectricity. Private room in 11
bedroom house. Available immediately.
Call Debbi-868-1023

VW RABBIT-1979-new tires, front brakes
and discs, alternator. Very nice condition
$1950.00 868-1161 or 664-5341 .

The Red House: 1 last space in a doublebig room. $200/mo includes Heat and hot
water (you can take as long a shower you
want!) good people plus puppies call
Elizabeth MWF a.m. 868-5406.

1976 Pontiac Sunbird out. trans . excel lent
V-6 cyl. engine, good re liable transportation
for the cold winter months. AM.FM stereo
cassette deck. $950.00 cal l 659-6503,
Newmarket.

New Duplex Apartment available as of Jan.
15th, 3 person (but 4 neg .) 3 br., LR, kit
and bath, bay window, fully carpeted, fully
furnished country setting 3.5 miles from
campus in Lee, Nopets, non-smokers
prefered. $675/mo plus util., payable by
the semester. 1 mos. security deposit and
rental agreement. Call Gale at 659-5923

1975 99LE SAAB: runs well, no rust. Yearround radials. New shocks, battery, ignition
system, more. AM /FM Sanyo cassette
system, w I Jensen triax speakers recently
inspected, registered . Receipts upon
request. Asking $700 or B.O. Call Dan, 8681354, evenings.

FOR RENT: New Duplex Townhouse in Lee.
Three miles from UNH. Rural 7 acres of
fields, woods, and pond w I southern
exposure & lots of windows w I great views .
Energy efficient reproduction Gambrel w I
3-4 bedrooms, 134 bath oak floors. 2 brick
hearths . Includes: stove, refrigerator,
Franklin style wood stove and one cord
of wood. Lease I deposit I references. Rent
$850/mo. available 12/31 /85 CALL: Days
659-6341, Eves. 862-2815 ask for Mr.
Dodge.

K-2 812 Slalom 200 cm. market M-40
bindings. Salomon SX-81 boots size 1112. Boots never used. $300 or best offer
takes it al l. Call Otto evenings at 868-5449.
1973 Pontiac LeMans automatic 2-door,
AM-FM stereo, 4 new tires, battery, alternator, regular gas 18-20 mpg·. Well maintained, little rust very reliable. $850.00 Cali
659-2731.

Roommate wanted. To share a room in a
large 2 bedroom apt. in Dover at Tri-City
Apts . On K-Van route, wall to wall carpet,
cable, lg. living room, dining room and
terrace. Washers and dryers in building,
Only $157 /mo. Available Dec.1st. 7426676 ask for Dan or Phil. No charge for
heat or hot water.
Three single rooms available in house in
Dover. Rent $150/mo. plus utilities. Call
Gordon at 749-0830 or Carol at 742-5197.
ROOMMATE NEEDED: Apt downtown, 1
girl wanted to share bedroom reasonable
rent. Please call 868-5617
·

-

11~]

J •·

.
,
For Sale: Pentax carT)era, lenses, winder,
excellent cond. Must sell. call 868-9891
or 862-4077. As~ for R.E.
1972 Chevy Nova 8 cylinders, runs well,
4 new tires (including snows), new battery,
new front brakes. $800. Call 868-7345.

LISA MARIE- I got your Christmas present
last week, hint:it's not a Liz Claiborne
purse!!!! HA! fooled you didn't I??? I get
the aisle seat on the way to Wisconsin.
Lauri T.
SqueezeSqueezeSqueezeSqueezeSqueez~

Open doors for your future -Keeg for V.P.Jen, Tracy, and Kelly-get psyched only
3 more months before we are Bermuda
bound. Well Jen, and Tracy if we get chased
by cops at least we'll have mopeds this
time.
Hey you wild women in D-2: good luck on
finals' I'll miss you over break! You guys
are my best budd ies! I love you!!I Lisa

FOR SALE or TRADE towards stereo equip.:
Skis-Olin VI 185 w/ Salomon bindings
$125. Teac Reel to Reel tape deck $100.
World stamp collection $50. Zildjian 22"
cymbale $75. Also assorted US coins. Greg
749-5147

DELTA ZETA Soritiy will be holding Open
Rush for their Spring Pledge class TODAY,
Tuesday Dec. 10 at 5:00 for dinner and
Wednesday, Dec. 11 at 7:00 for a conclu- ·
sive rush night. All interested freshman
and sophomore girls are welcome. If you
have any ?'s please call Nikki at 868-5190.

1965 Plymouth Belvedere ("Olga") $150or
best offer. Still reliable and going strong.
Last inspection stickers April 1985. Call
Carin or Otto. Tel: 868 -5449

11
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X-Mas and I'll see you in January. Aloha,
Love Robert.

A WINTERS EVE CONCERT presented by
the New Hampshire Gentlement featuring
the UVM Cats Meow and The B Natural
Brass Quintet. Sat. Dec. 14 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Strafford Room of The MUB. AdmisDurham: New, sunny studio apt. on K-Van sion will be $2 .00 students $3.00 adults.
route 1.5 miles from UNH. Quiet location,
private parking, wall to wall carpet, stove, Where can you get SQUEEZED AND
and refrigerator. $280/ mo . includes hot BOINGOED in one night? Why here, at UNH
water. Call 868-1458 or 868 -1894.
of course. Scope proudly provides this
.
.
' service, tomorrow at 8 pm in the UNH field
Dover sublet-1 single bedroom 1n duplex , house. Tickets are available at the MUB
availableJan. 1 for 2nd sem. - off street ticket office: $10 UNH undergraduates with
parking, coal heat, lg. living room, kitchen, valid ID and $ 13 general public at the door.
bathroom. Easy access to K - Van .
$135./mo. plus utilities-749 -2251-Tracy
Need someone to talk to? Call Cool-Aid
at 862-2293
ROOMMATE NEEDED: Apt. downtown, 1
girl wanted to share bedroom reasonable To the Okra in my life!I Honest, funny, caring
and sensitive. Happy Birthday' Joyeux
rent. Please call 868-5617
Anniversairel Paris is waiting. I love you.
Sublet available for next sem. Strafford Haha
House can be a single or double. Contact - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Scott: Apt C-22 at 868-9883 leave mes - Three majors, five years, and $50,000 later,
the Banshee is graduating! Congratulations
sage.
.
.
Lori!! I'm going to miss getting stopped for
FOR RENT: Barrington- Available Jan. 1st. speeding, geek-watching at the mall, and
Charming spit, 7 rooms, 3 bedrooms, and . the thousands of inane and sophomoric
1 car garage. Wood heat with 4 cor_ds things we seem to get into. Does this mean
included. Just 8 minutes from the university. : we have to act our age? Good luck in the
$700 per month. Call 664-9985
. real world-it's dog-eat-dog, so don't forget

r.r Ille

Hi Mom in Maine, here's the personal you
wanted . See ya soon. Love ya, D.

Hi Beth: Get psyched for the hot tub next
semester and send me a postcard from
Mexico, eh? I'm so glad we became such
good friends! You're super!! Love, Lisa

1·

•11 lk ,...

Hey you guys on the 3rd floor in Congreve:
(you know who you are) Good luck on
finals!! I'll miss you over break! I love you
lots!! Scott and Joe: Won't you write to me?
and Dave: let's do New Years Eve in Boston!
Don: good luck down South and Mark: are
you off the phone yet???? As always, Lisa
xoxo

1972 Olds Cutlass 4-door new battery, new
radiator, ~now tires reliable winter transportation; no structural rust. Asking $450.
Call 868-11 52

Wanted 1 or 2 girl roommates. Place: Tudor
Personals
Hall for Spring semester. Fun atmosphere!!!
Contact Jen or Cindy at 868-6680
------------

:I'.

S-Q-U -E-E-Z-E Tickets are STILL AVAILABLE!! Take a break before finals!'!

To Mary D. in FC 210, you are the greatest.
Thanks for being an awesome roomie.
1977 Volks Rabbit4 spd. Champagne
edition runs faithfully. New brakes, springs,
If you are a model, actor or artist you need
shocks , distributor, good tires, high miles.
a portfolio shot of you or your works. Call
$700 or b.o. Call 749-9408 after 5 p.m. ask · Dan ·at 749-2936 for more info.
for Kath i or leave message.
Lawrence: What am I going to do without
1978 AMC Accord 6 cyl. Automatic, air,
you next semester? I'll miss you but let's
power brakes and steering, new tires
do Friday's over break. Of course, you say,
excellent cond . $1295. CAii 7 42-7135.
I'm paying .... ! love you, Lisa

Two spaces available in newly rennovated
large Victorian house in Dover. F_u lly
carpeted, particially furnished, all female,
washer I dryer, walking distance to downtown, on K-Van route. Call Carrie or Sandy
at 749-2587 or Carol at 749-5197. Leave
message.

Roommate wanted. To share a room in a
large 2 bedroom apt. in Dover at Tri-City
Apts. On K-Van route, wall to wall carpet,
cable, lg. living room, dining room and
terrace. Washers and dryers in building,
Only $157 /mo. Available Dec.1st. 7426676 ask for Dan or Phil. No charge for
heat or hot water.

Jeff S. at L,ambda~Please don't feel bad
when the entire female population of UNH
commits mass suicide -we just can't live
without your presence .. .We'll miss you
BOOOOOO HOOOOOOO

the snausages. Carrie
Ride wanted from Sanbornville to UNH
daily. Call Charlene Frost. Between 8-4:00,
_
; after 5 :00, 473-2554
8623 2099
Garry-We've heard that you have been
making fun of us all semester. Don't worry
we'll break you next semester. Love,
Barnaby, Lewis G., Akina and Norm

1981 Renault 18i station wagon, 69,000
mi., double rustproof, one owner. AM/FM
stereo. clean. 868-5065.

Garry you rat youl!!I

Penrill 1200 Baud Modern IBM PC Com patible direct connert manual dial $120.
664 -2787

-Amy-and Carrie-HI! Haven't seen you in
a while. I'll stop by sometime soon for the
11 :00 news, ha, ha. see ya. L

Barry, Its nice to have you back, but we're
sick of hearing about chlorobacter.

J.D., P.T., & E.L.!!!!!!! This is your last personal
of the semester, but have no fear because
there will be more next semester. The TKE
party can be added to our list of funfilled
nights. P-how did you fight that man off??
J-Just one more beer, this is my last one,
"I need another beer" ..... E-what were you
doing on the dance floor??(-i-s--g -e-)???
WATCHO WANT?? BABY I GOT IT---just
·a little bit, just a little bit!!'!! It's been fun
girls-can't wait to do it again, (next
weekend)? P-"what are we going to do
this weekend you guys?" Until we party
again-L
How can you save yourself $3.00? Buy
your SQUEEZE TICKETS TODAY- don't
wait!!! $10 ,students with valid UNH ID $13
at the door.
Give yourself for Christmas. For professional portraits Call Dan 749-2936.
SAH- What's up? Don't forget about Sat.
and Dec. 22. Really want you to be there,
your buddy RBW
There are openings available in Woodruff
House, the environmental awareness mini
dorm, for second semester. For more
information contact the mini-dorm office
at 862-4436
Debi-Hope your stay in New Hampsha waswell, unbelievable! May your many remaining travels be as safe and as enjoyable,
and oh, should I find myself out west next
year-I may need a tour guide .... Love, Robert

Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Bermuda, Nassau,
Cacun, Freeport! Don't get left in the cold
over Spring Break! Packages by Campus
Connections. Contact Jen Parsons 8685557 or 868-9776
Debbie S. (aka SPIKE) at Bates College'
Hippo Birdie to you! 20 and still not legalwhen are you going to grow up??? Have
a marvy time in Puerto Rico and go easy
on the margueritas! See you in (cold!)
January. fishwhite and loving it in DOVA
Marcel-earful now-those necktacies are
being revealed! What a baked thought?!
Pretty crazy time ahead for New Years.
We love you-Gig & Marls .
--Hap13y B-day LISA!!! Spared you the
embarassment of a picture, but you still
owe me two dinners!! "Please report to the
press box!I" Love Larry

Professional Typing Services. Resumes,
Reports, Term Papers, Business Letters.
8 years experience. Reasonable Rates.
Call Jayne. Days-659-6630. Nights- 207- ·
698-5385.

A WINTERS EVE CONCERT presented by
the New Hampshire Gentlement featuring
the UVM Cats Meow and The B Natural
Brass Quintet. Sat. Dec. 14 at 7 :30 p.m.
in the Strafford Room of the MUB. Admission will be $2.00 students, $3.00 adults.

SMALL JOBS DONE: Student with 3/ 4 ton
pickup can do moving and hauling, rubbish
removal and other small jobs. Call Mal
before 9 am or after 6 pm weekdays ,
anytime on weekends. 603-659-2909.

QUACK, quack! To my wonderful rents and
sister who saved me from a fate worse than
death--1 couldn't have done it to the poor
guy. Thank you for a super birthday dinner
at Foxy's. Would you send r:ne a doggie
bag? How about a duckie bag?? Love you!
Fitzy

Photographic coverage of all events or
subjects call Dan at 7 49-2936.
Send a balloon-o-gram fo someone for
Christmas! Elves will be delivering them!
They can be delivered anywhere on
campus or to a fraternity or sorority on
Friday, Dec. 13th for only $1, they can be
bought by any Theta Chi little sister or at
Huddleston on Tuesday or Wed.

Want your name in print? SUBMIT PAPERS
NOW TO COMM -ENTARY-must pertain
to the communication discipline, submis sions must be typed in duplicate on 8%x11
paper-Due Dec. 17-turn in to THCO office
in PCAC.
. California kid Andy R!!!!! I love you and I
want you bad!! Please hurry home! missing
you tons in S.D.-Pumpkin.

OPENINGS FOR SECOND SEMESTER IN
HALL HOUSE MINI-DORM. HALL HOUSE
SPECIALIZES IN OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE
-CAMPING, HIKING, CANOEING-COME
JOIN US AND HAVE FUN!!!!

Sheils-last paper. Has been an up and down
semester. Take care and be a happy
camper your buddy Rich

FOR RENT-Two spaces availabe in newly
rennovated large Victorian house in Dover.
Fully carpeted, partially furnished,
washer I dryer, withing walking distance
to downtown on K-Van routh. Call Sandy
or Carrie at 749-2587 or Carol at 749-5197.
Leave message.

Photographic coverage of all e11ents or
subjects call Dan at 7 49-2936.
FRANCOISE-Good luck at Teen Age-the
best magazine this side of puberty! You
won't have any trouble following in my
footsteps as long as you keep your pencils
sharpened and your mind dull. Say hi to
everyone and keep me posted. Keep an
eye out for those nasty S.T.D.'s!ll The Ad
Mgr.

If you are a model, actor or artist you need
a portfolio shot of you or your works. Call
Dan at 7 49 -2936 tor more info.

Time is running out!! Dont' get shut out.
Sign up now for spring break 1986 with
Crimson Travel Service. For info. call
Gordon. 7 49-0830
NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN'S ANNUAL Christmas concert on Sat. Dec. 14 7:30
p.m. in Johnson Theatre of the MUB. They
will be hosting the UVM Cats Meow and
The B Natural Brass Quintet.
DELTA ZETA Sorority will be holding Open
Rush for their Spring Pledge class TODAY,
Tuesday Dec. 1 0 at 5 :00 for dinner and
Wed . Dec. 11 at 7:00 for a conclusive rush
night. All interested freshmen and sophomore girls are welcome. If you have any
?'s please call Nikki at 868-5190.
ROMMATE NEEDED to share 2 bedroom
apt. in Newmarket. Own room $135/mo.
plus elec. on K-Van rt. Call 659-3796
Beanhead!ll Here's a personal to tide you
over till next semester. Have a good
break-keep in touch over break. Thanks
for lots of laughs and good times this
semester. I'll miss ya. Take care and stay
out of trouble-or at least be careful! Love,
The Third Girl Who's More Fun!!!
Give yourself for Christmas. For professional portraits call Dan 7 49-2936.
Open Doors For Your Future -Keeg fo_r V.P.NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN'S ANNUAL Christmas concert on Sat. Dec. 14 7:30
p.m. in Johnson Theatre of the MUB. They
will be hosting the UVM Cats Meow and
The B Natural Brass Quintet.
hello to 36 Young DriQe. How was practice
this morning Jeff, Chris, Lori, Kim, and Scott.
Anytime you need a ride Jeff don't worry
about it. Rob you should visit more often.
Good luck on all your finals guys!! See ya,
bye.
LISA PISA, HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!! I love
you! Lori
CONGRATULATIONS LARRY!!! We're
going to miss you! Love Lori
Spaces still available for spring break. Go
with Crimson Travel to sunny Bermuda
or The Bahamas or go sick in Lauderdale!
More info. call Gordon 749-0830
· Sharon-Hey b-2 and company talk
a great semester! Homecoming, Halloween, Binky,, champagne, and men!! (Lori!!)
Lisa Happy B-day, congratulations on
getting rid of the original F--- UP) Sue get
psyched to ski ... can't wait to see Larry
and Karl on skiis ... Lori Dal Boat...good luck
with final guys!! Hey Larry, congrats about
graduating!! I love you guys!! Love Sharon

about -

NGA-Here's your last personal for this
semester. Thanks for an interesting (?)
semester, one of lots of growth and change
for both of us. I often wondered if we'd ever
get through it all, but I like where we're at
now. I'm looking forward to spending some
more time building nd growing over break,
and to having some fun too, if we have to!!
The only thing is, I'm feeling "uncomfortable" again! I love you. MSS.
Happy Holidays Jayne, Carrie and Michelle.
Let's hit the slopes when we get back! Love
ya, Debbie.
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Domino's pizza is coming soon to the UNH
campus we are now taking applications
for the D_urham NH store expected opening
date Jan. 27th all applications must be in
by Jan . 15th-positions will include 5
managers trainees, 10 pizza makers, 35
drivers, 10 order takers, all applicants must
be at least 18 yrs . old with a car and
insurance, exceptions may be made for
order takers.
"·
APPLY NOW FOR WORK NEXT SEMESTER. Earn money marketing Fortune 500
compaines products on campus. Part-time
(flexible) hourse each week. Calk! 1-800243-6679
WAITPERSONS WANTED. Must be able
to work lunceons, 11 -2 O'clock. Days can
be arranged . Must be able to work next
semester and must be eligible for work
study. Apply in afternoon to Dana Glennon,
Mgr., at UNH Dairy Bar. Tel. 862 -1006
OVERSEAS JOBS ... Summer, yr. round.
Europe, S. Amer., Austrailia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC, PO Bx 52-NH . Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.
Attendant for disabled individual in Somersworth. 1 hour per night. $5 per hour. Call
Dan at 1-692-4764.
Babysitter needed for a 2-yr. old during
his nap time . 2 miles from campus on KVan route. $3.25/hr., Mondays, Wednesdays, occasional Fridays from 12:45 to 3:30
p.m. Call Kevin or Francoise at 7 42-7135.
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS! The department of psychology is in need of work-study
students for research assistant and office-.
assistant positions. Pay rate : $3.75/hour.
Call 868-6149 M-F 8-4:30. Little or no
experience necessary: will train the right
persons. Positions available immediately
or would consider semester II commitment
5-15 hours weekly.
WORK -STUDY JOB OPENINGS for next
semester. Cooks and waitpersons wanted,
to work breakfast or lunch shifts. We will
train people that can work the right hours.
Apply to Dana Glennon, Mgr., at the UNH
Dairy Bar. Tel. 862-1006.
BREAKFAST COOKS WANTED. We will
train persons that can work the right hours,
7-10 AM. Days can be arranged. Must be
able to work next semester. Work-study
eligibility is desirable but not essential.
Apply in afternoon to Dana Glennon, Mgr.,
at UNH Dairy Bar. Tel. 862-1006.
Bar Personnel and Banquet Personnel
wanted at Lake Shore Farm, Jenness Pond
Road, Northwood, NH 03261. Tel. 9425521 . Contact: Harry Ring.
APPLY NOW FOR WORK NEXT SEMES TER. Earn money marketing Fortune 500
companies products on campus. Part-time
(flexible) hours each week. Call 1-800243-6679.
WAITPERSONS WANTED. Must be able
to work luncheons, 11-2 o'clock. Days can
be arranged. Must be able to work next
semester and must be eligible for workstdy. Apply in afternoon to Dana Glennon,
Mgr.. at UNH Dairy Bar. Tel. 862 -1006.
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Saltshaker Filler

.V Assistant Business

M~nager

"Friends
D.on't Let
Friends
Drive Drunk"
National Drunk and Drugged
Driving . Awareness Week
December 15~'"21, 1985
!

V

Advertising Associate
· ·
at the
New Hampshire
Newspaper

1381 students are graduating u-nder
WSBE alone. Reme·mber...
lt s experience
that matters in the real world.
1

·To apply for Assistant Business Manager and
Advertising Associate for semester II stop by room
108, in the MUB.
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Brown nearly sweep s women runner s in meet
By Robert Arsenault_
The women's track team,
despite several strong races and
performances, was overpowered
by Brown 86-31 this past Saturday. Freshman Cindie DeFrancesco won the only race for
New Hampshire by running
10:21 in the 3000 meter run
while four other athletes captured second places.
"Cindie got in a very good
3000 meter," said UNH head
coach Nancy Krueger. "She's
ot a sub ten_ minute in her

pretty soon. Saturday she ran
a very smart race. She went out
cautiously for the first half mile
and then pulled away from the
pack."
"One of the Brown girls was
staying right behind her a~d
that would have given her the
element of surprise on Cindie
at the finish," ,continued Krueger,"but Cindie ran the second
mile faster than the first."
Defrancesco said she felt
"comfortable the whole way."
In the other track races, senj9r

Jen Loiselle took second in the
55 high hurdles with a 9.3
seconds, while Joanne Marshall
copped third. In the 400 meter,
Sally Doerrler took third with
a clocking of 65.5 and Katherine
Doyle ran to a third place finish
in the 55 meter dash.
Although Doyle ran a 7.9,
Coach Krueger said she has a
"7.4 in her for the next meet."
Rounding out the track events
was Pam Bailey with a third
place, 5:07.6 in the 1500 meter.
Last ear the Wildcats ha

very few people in the weight
and field events. Coach George
Lisser has luckily gained a
number of underclassmen in
these events. Marshall took
third in the high jump with a
leap of 5'4" and Jennifer Sheply
and Fay Walthman went onetwo in the 20 lb weight throw
with heaves of 30'8" and 23'5".
Jennifer Patton was third in
the long jump at 14'13/4".
Patton also managed a second
place in the triple jump at 30'10"
and teammate Doyle, a sophomore out of Nashua, NH, was
third with a distance of 30'5".
_Along with her performance in

the weight throw, Sheply also
took second in the shotput with
a throw of 33'11".
Hopefully, a number of injured athletes will soon be
returning to the Wildcat lineup.
Sally Perkins, Kaki Seibert,
Jeanne Kerins and Tara Teevens, all top distance runners in
their events, are ci.lrrently nursing leg injuries which could hold
them out indefinitely, according
to Coach Krueger. Senior distance runner Maureen Conners
will be making her first appearance of the year at Maine
Saturday.

Men's swim team
gets first win

The men's swim team collected its first win of the season Friday against Holy Cross.(file
photo)

Pfisterer chosen
AU-New Engl_and
University of New Hampshire soccer player
Adria"n Pfisterer has been named to the 1985 AllNew England team. Pfisterer, a native of Suffolk,
England, was a senior co-captain for the Wildcats
this past season.
Pfisterer tallied six goals and four assists for
UNH this year. He finished as the all-time Wildcat
scoring leader with 17 goals and nine assists. UNH .
posted a 6-7 -1 record this past season.
Pfisterer scored a pair of ga,me-winning goals·
for the 'Cats this year. He tallied both goals in a
2-0 win over Bowdoin and had the key goal in the
3-0 win over Rhode Island.

UNH field hockey
has two AU-Americans
Two University of New Hampshire field hockey
standouts have-been selec't ed to the Penn Monto
field hockey All-America squad chosen by the
Collegiate Field Hockey Coaches Ass_ociation.
Senior co-captain Sandy Vander-Heyden, from
Wilton, NH, and junior Karen Geromini, from
Hanover, MA, were chosen to the first team, while
junior Sandi Costigan from Saugus, MA, was an
honorable mention selection.
Vander-Heyden, a four-year defensive starter
for the Wildcats, is also currently a member of the
U.S. National Squad. She, along with Geromini,
is also a starting player on UNH's national
championship lacrosse squad.
Geromini led the Wildcats in scoring this year
with 19 goals and five assists. She has played at
the National Sport_s Festival for two years., and
has been named to the honorable mention AllAmerica squad the past two years.
Costigan was the Wildcats second-leading scorer
with nine goals. This season was her first year with
the Wildcats, after transferring from Northeastern
_
University.
UNH, led by head coach Marisa Didio, was 133-5 this year, and advanced to the second round
of the NCAA tournament before falling to Boston
University, 1-0 in overtime. It was the third straight
year that UNH had advanced to the national
tournament.

The Wildcat men's swim
team captured its· first victory
of the season, defeating the Holy
Cross Crusaders 65-42 in Worcester Friday afternoon.
UNH diver Tim Bryant remained unbeaten in the diving
events this as he dropped both
the one and three-meter dives.
UNH 'head coach Frank He1ie s .s witched some ·o f his
swimmers from distance events
to sprints and vice versa with
quite a bit of success.

Distance swimmer Chris
Swirbliss won the 50-meter
freestyle while sprinters Steve
Moreau and Doug Gordon finished 1-2 in the 500-meter
freestyles.
The'Wildcats'are now 1-2 this
season and have two meets this
week. UNH hits the road for
a meet with Keene State College
Wednesday and to Storrs, CT
for a meet with the u hiversity
of Connecticut Friday.

Football's Dufault
Kodak AU-American
The members of the UNH football squad continue
to pile up post-season honors as center Paul Dufault
made the Kodak Division I-AA All-American
football squad.
Dufault also was chosen for the New England
Football Writers' All-New England team along
with teammates tailback Andre Garron, offensive
tackle Brian Saranovitz and linebacker Neal
Zonfrelli.
Also offensive guard Tony Ciccone and Saranovitz
were named to the All-Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference team.

Kinney selected as
Co-Rookie of the week
University of New Hampshire women's basketball
player Kris Kinney, from Hampstead, NH, has
been honored as Seaboard Conference Co-Rookie
of the Week. The award was the first of the 198586 season.
Kinney, a 6-2 freshman center, averaged 16.3
points per game and 9.0 rebounds per game despite
three Wildcat losses. In UNH's 67-60 loss to Marist,
Kinney led the squad with 24 points, 12 rebounds,
and two blocked shots. She currently leads the
Wildcats in scoring (14.8 ppg) and rebounding (9.0
rpg). UNH, a young squad beset with injuries, is
presently 0-5.
Kinney shared the award with the University
of Hartford's Paulina Frasina, who in three games
had 30 points and nine rebounds. In a win over
New Haven, Frasina scored 18 points on 9-12
·
shooting.
A 1985 graduate ·of Pinkerton Academy, Kinney
averaged 19.0 points per game and 14.0 rebounds
per game in three years. Last year she was a Converse
All-America and team MVP, and was twice a New
Hampshire All-State player, as well as a two-year
Lawrence Eagle Tribune All-Star.
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Kapp and Donov an lead Wildca t gymna stic .team
By Steve Langevin
Toby Kapp and Peggy Donovan placed second and third
respectively in the all-around
competition to pace the UNH
gymnasts at the Northeast
Collegiate Open' Friday night
in the Lundholm Gymnasium.
Sharon Mahler of Northeastern University took first wi~h
a score of 34.60, followed by
Kapp's 33.50 and Donovan's
33.20.
Other schools represented in
the Open were the University
of Massachusetts and the Universitv of Vermont.
There were no team scores
kept because none of the teams
had trained heavily yet and the
coaches wanted it treated as an
exhibition, according to UNH
head coach Gail Goodspeed.
"It was a good way to start
the season," said Goodspeed.
"There was no pressure because
team scores were not kept and
it gives the girls some incentive
as to how they should improve."
UNH was without four of its
top gymnasts, senior co-captain
Nancy McCarrick, Jessica Downey, Jill Miller and freshman
Patti Converse. ·
McCarrick and Miller are
bothered by wrist injuries while
Downey injured her foot in
Hager practices .on the bars. UNH hosted the Northeast Collegiate Open Friday night.(Sanjay
preparing for the meet and Freshman gymnast Tammy
'
Converse has a shoulder injury Jain photo)
which has not healed as quickly
The Wildcats open their
Nancy Doherty," said Goods- the meet was the injury sus- "Hopefully it is only a minor
as hoped.
regular season January 13 at
Goodspeed is hoping to have peed. "It was a vault she had tained by J3eth Raynor. Raynor injury."
"We are still in very basic Bridgeport College in a tri-meet
hurt her knee while warming
them all back at least partially never made before."
Sophomore Kathy Williams up for her balance beam routine. routines," said Goodspeed," but with Bridgeport and Springby January when the team opens
"It ws a disappointment be- I was pleased with the perfor- £ield. Their first home meet is
and freshman walk-on Lynn
their regular season.
One advantage to the meet, Comella also caught Goods- cause it happened just during mance for this time in the January 29 against Northeastern
University at 7 p.m.
according to Goods peed, was peed's eye. Williams scoring an a warm-up," said Goodspeed. season."
that everyone got a cha-nee to 8.2 with an energetic floor
routine and Comella scoring
compete.
"It gave me a chance to see consistently in all events, finsome of the girls who would not ishing with an all-around score
have competed in a scored of 30.95.
Another freshman who did
mee.t)" said Goodspeed. "Some
stroke events and placed second added second place finishes for
of them showed me some good well was Tammy Hager, whose By Steve Langevin
The women's swim team in the 200-yard individual med- the Wildcats. Harris in the 100
high point was a second place
things."
One of those who impressed showing in the floor exercise dropped its fourth meet in a row ley behind teammate Brooke butterfly and Duffley in the 100yard freestyle.
after winning the season opener . Harris.
Goodspeed was sophomore Nan- when she posted an 8.45.
Aiding the UNH cause were
Mary Ellen Claffey also
"Tammy did well and she did when East Carolina defeated the
cy Doherty. Doherty scored an
notched a.first place finish, in victories in both of the relay
8.5 on her vault and placed not even compete in the vault Wildcats 72-65 Sunday.
Pacing the Wildcats was Pam the 100-yard butterfly, and events.
second with an 8.35 on the and she is our top vaulter," said
In the 200-yard medley relay,
Birsinger. Birsinger took first finished second in the 200-yard
Goodspeed.
balance beam.
Austin, Birsinger, Duffley
Amy
freestyle.
breast200-yard
and
100
the
The only disappointment of in
"I was certainly pleased with
The other individual who and Claffey teamed for the
placed first was diver Anne victory, while it was the team
Miller. Miller won the three- of Sharon Jackson, Austin, Dufmeter dive after taking second fley and Claffey that emerged
in the one-meter dive. Vicki victorious in the 200-yard freesJohnston also picked up points tyle event.
The women will try to end
in the diving events for UNH,
taking second in the three- their losing skein when they
travel to take on the Keene State
meter.
Harris and Joanne Duffley Owls Thursday afternoon.

•
Caroli na tips women 's swim

--WOME N'S HOCKE Y-(continued from page 32)
said positively. "We have a
young team; and while it some· times may not help, it seems to
be an advantage ... we can come
back, rebound."
Though the win gives the
Cats their second shutout of the
season, the game was not an easy
one for UNH.
Though UNH's .Pam Manning was able to tally for the
Cats at 13:16 into the first
period, UNH was still up by just
one at the end of the second.
Yet at the beginning of the
third stanza UNH exploded.
Just 29 into the period, UNH's
Cheryl Allwood put the puck
past NU netminder Kelly Dyer
to put UNH up, 2-0.
Junior Beth Barnhill then
widened the margin at 11: 14 by
The women's swim team lost at East Carolina this weekend. The women travel for a meet putting in the net a shot from
freshman Lorna Moody.
with Keene State Thursday.(Julie Cross file photo)

UNH goalie Narsiff tallied
her second shutout of the season
for the Cats with 40 stops. NUs
Dyer had 28.
Yet Sunday's Providence
game remained as the event of
the weekend.
According to UNH netminder Narsiff, the win does a lot
for the Cats.
"It gives us a lot of confidence,''saidNarsiffo fthegame.
"Now we can play to win
knowing we can win instead of
just wondering."
"It took a s'trong effort on
everyone's part," Narsiff continued. "Even the freshmen
came out and did their jobs well.
Everyone gave 110 percent-that
says a lot."
UNH next takes on Harvard
Thursday night at 7 :00 in Cambridge.
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Terrie r coiileb ack stops men's hocke y again 4-3
By Chris Heisenberg
After failing to win in eleven
previous games by relying too
heavily on freshmen, UNH
men's hocke coach Charlie Holt

changed strategies against Boston University Saturday night.
While the result was the
s~me, a 4-3 loss, the strategy
worked, as UNH shar 1 re-

duced the turnovers in their own
end.
Partially necessitated by injuries to co-captain James Richmond and Quintin Brickley,

Holt moved forward Mike Rossetti, and defenseman-turoedforward Peter Herms back to
defense. Holt also went with
four defensemen and three lines
during most of the game.
"We made the moves in order
to move the puck out of our end
better, and it worked. Our big
problem is getting the puck out
of our end, getting bottled up,
so we decided to put guys back
there who could get it out
better," said Coach Holt.
Only one freshman, Steve
Horner, saw a regular shift,
while Mike Roth and Kevin
Schrader saw occasional sh if ts ·
on defense. A group of sophomores, Scott Brown, Mike Glennon and Kevin Thurston took
-shifts up front, with junior Chris
Laganas.
UNH opened the scoring
early in the first period. Steve
Leach stopped inside the BU
line and then fed Shane Skidmore wheeling into the zone.
Going to his backhand he caught
goalie Terry Taillefer offbalance and slipped a shot inside
the post.
Boston University reciprocated with a steal by Brad
MacGregor while shorthanded.
On the two-on-one he fed Scott
Young who snapped the puck
over goalie Rich Burchill. Later,
a mixup of defense allowed BU
defenseman Scott Shaughnessy
to walk in and flip the puck'into
the far corner.
That score stood throughout
the second period as UNH held
The UNH men's hockey team suffered a tough loss to the Boston University Terriers Saturday the opponents scoreless for a
' night.(Ronit Larone file photo)

Wome n's basket ball squad loses twice
By Terri Ollila
utes."
The women's basketball team
Noting inexperience and inadded two defeats and one injury juries, DeMarco said, "Most of
to its season totals at the Uni- the girls just are not used to
versity of Conriecticut Tourna- playing together, but with a
ment Friday and Saturday.
little more experience and tim~,
The Wildcats lost to George we expect to make a strong
Washington 69-45 in the first showing."
round and Marist 67 -60 in the
Against Marist, the Wildcats
second round.
trailed by five at the half, 35UNH also lost its second- 30, and by as much as nine early
leading scorer Terri Mulliken in the second half before staging
to injury in the Marist game. their comeback.
That brought the players out
In a 5:32 stretch the Wildcats
of action to four, leaving head erupted for an 18-6 run that
·coach Cecelia DeMarco with pushed them into a 48-45 lead
only seven healthy players.
with 12:45 remaining in the
Others out indefinitely are game. Keying that surge was
Missy Belanger and starters Karen Pinkos who connected
Denise Darling and Melissa on four long-range jumpers.
Pfefferle.
However UNH only scored
Despite the two losses, Coach . eight points in the final ten
DeMarco was pleased with t,h e minutes, all from freshman
team's performance.
center Kris Kinney who tallied
"The girls played well in the a team-high 24 points, while·
Marist game," said DeMarco. Marist scored 20 points to pull
"We had the lead throughout : out the win.
the second half but just lost
Against George Washington
control in the last three rriin- the Wildcats were within seven

at the half, but George Washington outscored them 40-23 in the
second half to win its fifth game
in six outings.
UNH got balanced scoring
in the George Washington game
as Mulliken put in 12 points,
Pinkos 11 and Kinney 10.
Coach DeMarco was pleased
with the showing in the tournament of Kinney and Pinkos.
__In the two games Kinney totaled
34 points and had 20 rebounds

and Pinkos tallied 25 points',
handed out 10 assists and made
seven steals from her guard slot.
UNH will be looking for its
first win of the season Wednesday when they travel to Burlington to play the University of
Vermont in what will be the
Seaboard Conference opener for
UNH. The Wildcats host the
University of Massachusetts
Saturday at 4 p.m. in the Lundholm Gymnasium.

period for the first time in
several games.
Going into the third period
down 2-1; UNH quickly countered with a goal scoring binge.
Sophomore Glennon, celebrating his birthday, collected a loose
puck and shoved the rebound
under Taillefer. Then just 28
seconds later Skidmore took a
pass out from Herms and Laganas behind the net and drilled
it inside the post.
BU had asked for the third
period to be split into two 10
minute segments and UNH led
at the split 3-2.
Midway through the last
segment, Tom Ryan's shot was
saved by Burchill, but bounced
to the other side of the net
where John Cullen only had to
poke it into the wide open net.
A minute later Scott Sanders
came in on Peter Wotten on
defense. Seeing the lane blocked
by Wotton, he attempted to slip
a backhand pass into the slot.
·Wotton kicked at the puck, but
it slid through his legs and past
a screened Burchill, 4-3 BU. '
In the fin al minute UNH
pulled Burchill, and applied
constant pressure on the BU net.
However, Taillefer was always
in the right place to stop the
rally, be it a point shot from
Skidmore, or a point blank
rebound by Tim Hanley.
"Going with the four defensemen, I felt they got tired in
the third period. They saw a lot
of ice time, and it showed in the
third period," Holf"said.
Co-captain Herms also saw
the improvement in the team's
performance. '
"We played the best game of
the year tonight, or at least in
a long while. The whole team
contributed, not just one individual. We moved the puck well.
It was such a quick paced game,
and we reacted well."
NOTES-James Richmond's
twisted knee will keep him out
of the lineup against Boston
College on Wednesday. Colorado College and Minnesota also
play weekend series against the
Wildcats at Snively during the
break.
·

---MEN 'S B-BAL L.--(continued from page 32)
out as the score was tied at 28all at halftime and 53-all at the
end of regulation. The largest
lead for UNH was six points
and for Harvard only three
before overtime.
The Wildcats had an opportunity to win in regulation but
a jumper by Johnson spun out
with one tick on the dock.
A key for UNH was that in
the second half and the overtime
the Wildcats committed only
five turnovers afteF- making 11
in the first half alone.

Although center Dirk Koopman scored 18 points for UNH
it was not a one-person win,
according to Coach Friel.
"It was a team win all the
way," said Friel. "I cannot give
any .individal names that made
the difference."
Next for ·t he Wildcats (3-3)
are the University of Maine
Black Bears in· Lundholm Gymnasium Saturday night at 7:30.
It is the first ECAC North
Atlant_ic Conference game for
both teams.

·.,

'

The women's basketball team lost games to George Washington University and Marist at
the UConnn tournament.(file photo)

'\
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Sports
Women's hockey stops· defending champs
By J. Mellow
Team effort and hard work
paid off for the women's ice
hockey team Sunday when the
'Cats skated to a 2-1 win over
two-time defending ECAC champion Providence College in the
final round of the Providence
Invitational tournament held
this weekend in Providence.
The win gave UNH its first
win over Providence since the
1982-83 season, breaking a
seven-game losing streak, including two ECAC championship games.
The win gave UNH its third
win in three days and puts the
Cats at 5-0 on the season thus
far.
"We played harder than I've
ever seen," said UNH head
coach Russ McCurdy. "Especially after their (PCs) goal. Instead
of folding up the tent and
packing it in, we kept going."
Sunday's win was hardly an
easy one for the Cats.
After a disallowed UNH goal
in the first period, both teams
were held scoreless until just
1:13 into the third when PC
freshman Heather Linstad was
able to poke the puck into the
net past downed UNH goalie
Cathy Narsiff.
teain won three straight games
But instead of letting down, The Wildcat women's hockey
UNH poured it on until 11: 18 beat Providence in thefinals.(Jtilie Cross file photo)
into the period when UNH Vivienne Ferry snagged a pass ceton University Friday night
junior Janet Siddall successfully across the slot from Siddall and and a 3-0 shutout of rival
redirected a Shelly Difronzo put it in past PC's Mussey to take Northeastern Saturday.
McCurdy noted the same
slapshot from the blue line in the win, 2-1.
Mussey tallied 34 saves in the persistence by his team in
past PC netminder Sue Mussey
game, while UNH netminder Saturday's Northeastern contest
to tie the score, 1-1.
as in the Sunday Providence
Narsiff faced 26 Friar shots.
Once again, UNH kept on.
UNH advanced to the final game.
And with just 1:45 remaining
Though UNH had defeated
in regulation time, captain round via a 4-1 win over Prin-

Todd Black(22) unloading a long jumper against Harvard Saturday. UNH prevailed in overtime
65-62.(Steve Langevin photo)

to capture the Providence Invit ational this weekend. UNH
,the Huskies 3-2 earlier this 'for p layers down on the ice.
"We didn ' t go int o a shell
season in Boston, the game had
been riddled with stoppages of with Northeaste rn ," McCurdy
play-eleven for ·penalties, five WOMEN'S HOC KEY, page 30

Men's basketball
steals a victory
By Steve Langevin
'The win was something we
How ·do you spell a home really needed," said Friel. "We
have been wo r king hard and
basketball game?
playing well but we needed some
0-V-E-R-T-I-M-E.
For the second time in as dividends and toda y we got
many home games the UNH them."
At the beginning of overtime
men's basketball team was taken
to overtime, but Saturday after- it appeared the Wildcats were
noon the Wildcats reversed the on their way to a second straight
outcome of the opener with a overtime loss as Harvard raced
to a five-point lead, 60-55, with
65-62 victory over Harvard.
"The difference was that this 2 :08 remaining.
But Black canned a shot from
time we got the break instead
of the other team," said a the right side to bring the 'Cats
relieved UNH head coach Gerry within three and with 1 :29
Friel. "It was a terrific win after remaining Coach Friel went to
playing so well Wednesday the three-guard alignment, inagainst Rhode Island and los- serting 6-0 Andy Johnston for
6-6 forward Ty Bride.
ing."
Ironically, Johnston got an
The break Coach Friel mentioned was caused by the aggres- . offensive rebound and put in
sive defensive play of the Wild- a short band shot to close the
cats in the closing minutes of lead to one with 1:00 left.
After Harvard's David Lang
overtime.
Harvard had a one-point lead hit two freethrows for a threeand the ball with :43 left in the poin t cushion, Johnston ansovertime, needing to only hold wered with a ten-footer from
·the ball for the remaining time the left side when the Harvard
?n the clock to go away victor- defense fell back, almost daring
him to shoot. That set up
10us.
UNH pressured Harvard and Johnson's heroics.
"I changed to the three-guard
Wildcat guard Rodney Johnson
stole a H a rvard pass in the alignment to get another peneUNH defe nsive e nd an d sped trator into the game and to help
dow n the court for lay-up with with t h e ball -hand ling offen'
:21 left.
sively, " explained Coach Friel.
After Harvard missed a shot, "You have to give Andy credfr
Todd Black was fouled inten- for coming off the bench cold
tionally and iced the game by and hitting that jumper."
The game was close throughmaking both freethrows with
three seconds remaining for the
MEN'S B-BALL, page 31
65-62 final.

